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This thesis presents work on the inkjet printing manufacture of frequency selective 
surfaces intended for in-building applications using silver nanoparticle inks. The aim 
of this research is to investigate the performance of inkjet printed FSS panels in terms 
of transmission response, element conductivity, and the resolution of the printed lines, 
all of which are produced efficiently in terms of cost and resource usage. Different 
FSS design were investigated from simple elements such as linear dipoles, square 
loops and convoluted square loop elements.  
Various techniques were used in the manufacturing process such as different ink drop 
spacing, number of jetted ink layers, and different sintering methods, with the aim of 
achieving low cost manufacturing with a reduced amount of deposited silver inks and 
sintering time and temperature. Additionally, further reductions in the deposited ink 
were considered by the introduction of frame elements.   
The research also focuses on factors that could affect the transmittivity/reflectivity of 
the FSS screen, such as the influence of imperfections in the printed elements. The 
imperfections are expected in the case of low cost mass production, therefore it is 
important to understand to what extent they could be tolerated whilst still providing 
adequate performance.  
Finally, the work also considers developing novel slotted FSS arrays operating at low 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
 
1.1 Overview and Motivations 
 
The demand for wireless communication in the era of Internet of Things (IoT) in both 
indoor and outdoor environments in recent years has grown rapidly. Mobile 
communications, body worn networks and WLAN, have been expanding in the scarce 
and congested frequency bands, particularly in the un-licensed bands. This has 
increased concerns about the quality of wireless communication as the probability of 
interference predominantly in crowded indoor environments is high [1]. Efficient use 
of the limited radio spectrum resources in the built environment improved frequency 
reuse in order to ensure the scalability of wireless networks. Different approaches have 
been adopted in order to increase the quality of wireless communication by improving 
signal to interference ratio, for example by use of MIMO (multiple-input multiple-
output) systems. Furthermore, some of the built environment requires a high level of 
data security or a limitation in the communication access such as in banks, hospitals 
and prisons.  
Besides their use as multiband reflectors in the form of curved secondary mirrors, and 
spatial filters used in side lobe suppression and beam forming [2], [3],  Frequency 
Selective surfaces (FSS) have been considered as a promising means of improving the 
signal to interference ratio and providing high level of data integrity when installed 
into walls. Hence the outage probability and security of indoor channels can be 
improved. Therefore, the integration of frequency selective panels transforms 
conventional buildings into smart buildings that can control the radio propagation by 
filtering unwanted external interference sources, undesired mobile communications 
while securing internal wireless networks [4]±[8].     
However, in order to make it realistic, the frequency selective screens need to be 
manufactured and installed with low-cost. Conventional fabrication techniques such 
as copper etching is costly when it comes to producing large FSS screens, as the 
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amount of wasted metal is high, and if the waste is to be reclaimed it requires several 
process stages.  The etching process is established and well suited to applications at 
microwave bands when the surfaces are of small size, typically in the order of a few 
tens of cm square. Therefore, other large area electromagnetic structure manufacturing 
methods such as additive manufacturing could be more resource efficient.  
Inkjet printing reduces metal wastage and avoids the costs of mask production and 
chemical etchants. Such additive fabrication techniques also enable manufacturing on 
a wide range of low cost flexible and porous substrates such as paper, in a roll-to-roll 
process which is not achievable with conventional wet etching techniques.    
 
1.2 Research Objectives and Contributions 
 
The purpose of this research is to investigate the manufacture of cost efficient 
frequency selective screens intended for buildings applications, using inkjet printing 
of silver nanoparticle inks.  
1.2.1 Objectives 
 
The main aims of this thesis are: 
1.  To gain a good understanding of the performance of inkjet printed FSS arrays, 
and the factors that could influence performance such as the shape of the 
printed lines, and conductivity. 
2. The influence of ink drop spacing, number of print passes and drying process 
on line shape and line conductivity. 
3.  The use of reduced amount of deposited inks on flexible paper substrates, with 
minimum sintering times and sintering temperatures.  
4. Understanding the effect of possible imperfections in the printed screens 
through the exploration of tolerable defects that provide an acceptable level of 
isolation/transmission.  







The contributions of this thesis are: 
1. The quantification of a tolerable level of imperfections within the FSS arrays 
while achieving a defined benchmark of isolation of 20 dB. 
2. Performance analysis of Inkjet printed FSS screens with a reduced amount of 
deposited ink, sintering temperature and time on environmentally friendly 
substrates. 
3. Creation of frame elements where ink is deposited at the element edges where 
surface current is maximum in order to reduce the volume of the deposited ink. 
4. Inkjet printing of superimposed elements (a single frame layer deposited on a 
solid layer element) to improve the FSS performance, and maintain ink saving 
in comparison with full double layer ink deposition. 
5. Statistical element resistance study in order to quantify the performance of the 
printed FSS arrays. 
6. Examination of inkjet printed convoluted element (patches and slots) FSS 
screens, associated printing errors, and their impact on the performance of the 
printed FSS arrays. 
7. Development of a slotted FSS screen suitable for additive manufacturing 
methods. 
 
1.3 Thesis Outline 
 
7KLV WKHVLV ³'LJLWDO )DEULFDWLRQ RI )UHTXHQF\ 6HOHFWLYH 6XUIDFHV for In Building 
Applications Using Inkjet Printing Technology´VXPPDULVHVWKHUHVHDUFKFDUULHGRXW
by the author on the performance of the inkjet printed frequency selective screens. 
Chapter 2 provides a review of literature on frequency selective surfaces types and 
applications. It also provides an insight on the important FSS design parameters that 
influence the performance of the frequency selective arrays, such as the effects of the 
supporting dielectric substrates, sensitivity toward oblique angles of incidence, and 
element convolution. The chapter also addresses applications of FSS panels within 
buildings as well as fabrication with inkjet printing. 
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Chapter 3 presents an overview on additive inkjet printing fabrication technology 
using metal nanoparticle inks, including the different printing mechanisms and 
sintering methods. The second part, presents the fabrication processes of the inkjet 
printed and chemically copper etched FSS screens presented in this work. In addition, 
the measurement setup, equipment and measurement procedures, as well as the 
simulation techniques of the FSS arrays using CST MWS® [9] (Computer Simulation 
Technology Microwave Studio®) are described. 
Chapter 4 considers the influence of defects on the performance of the FSS screens. A 
statistical analysis regarding the depth of the reflection null, where defects were 
introduced intentionally in a random distribution and in clusters. The aim of this 
chapter is to understand the tolerable level of defects where the FSS screens can still 
provide sufficient level of isolation.  
Chapter 5 presents the inkjet printing of simple linear dipole FSS arrays for which 
different sintering methods such as thermal, photonics, and plasma were used. The 
FSS screens were printed using a range of different parameters such as printing 
temperatures, and drop spacing, with the aim to optimise the manufacturing process 
in order to achieve the best performance with the least amount of deposited ink.  This 
chapter also considered utilizing the thin precise features that can be achieved by inkjet 
printing and introduces printed frame elements, and superimposed elements. 
Furthermore, a resistance study of the FSS printed elements is described to quantify 
the relation between the depth of the FSS transmission nulls and the dc resistance. 
Chapter 6 considers the inkjet printing manufacture of more complex elements such 
as square loops, and convoluted elements FSS arrays (patches and slots). The variation 
in the vertical and horizontal printed lines resolution, due to the printing mechanism, 
is investigated, with different approaches adopted to improve the performance of the 
FSS arrays.  
Chapter 7 demonstrates the manufacture of frequency selective panels using 
electroless copper plating technology onto an inkjet printed catalyst on an industrial 
scale. A comparison of the performance of linear dipole, and convoluted square 
element FSS manufactured with silver nanoparticle inks with their equivalents 
fabricated with electroless copper plating technique is presented.  A novel densely 
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convoluted slotted cross dipole element FSS arrays designed for additive fabrication 
methods is presented. 
Chapter 8 concludes the work presented in this thesis. It presents a useful summarised 
list of conclusions for each chapter and looks at relevant future work that would 
enhance the research. 
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CHAPTER 2: FREQUENCY SELECTIVE 





Frequency Selective Surface (FSS) technology has been developed since the 1960¶s 
due to their wide spread applications which include multiband reflectors in the form 
of curved secondary mirrors, in multiband feed systems, and spatial filters used in side 
lobe suppression and beam forming [1]±[8]. Recently, FSS panels have been 
considered as means of improving the spectrum efficiency, and data security within 
buildings [9].  
Frequency Selective Surfaces are arrays of conducting elements, often printed on 
single or multi-layer supporting dielectric substrates. They have the ability to act as 
filters by passing or reflecting electromagnetic waves (EM) at the array resonance 
frequency. When an EM wave illuminates an array of metallic elements, it generates 
an electric current in the conductors with an amplitude dependent on the strength of 
the coupling between the wave and the elements. The coupling reaches its highest 
level at the resonant frequency where the element length l  ȜIRUOLQHDUHOHPHQWV
such as dipoles [10], [11]. Coupling is also affected by the element spacing, 
polarisation and the incident angle of the illuminating wave with respect to the element 
surface. 
 There are many parameters that cause a structure to be a frequency selective surface. 
The array should be symmetrical and repeated in equal periodicity (p).  Fig. 2.1 shows 
an example of an array of simple square loops with conductor width (w) arranged in a 
square lattice geometry, with periodicity (p), length of conductorሺ݈ሻ and gap between 




Fig. 2. 1 Square loop elements 
 
FSS arrays can be represented as lumped elements consisting of an inductance (L) and 
capacitance (C). The length of the element (l) represents the value of the inductance 
and the gap (g) represents the capacitance component [11]±[13].  Fig. 2.2  (a) and (b) 
show the equivalent circuit models of the simple square loop and double square loop 
elements [14]±[16], where in the case of the double square loops, there are two 
resonant frequencies (fr1) and (fr2) resulting from the difference in the loop dimensions.  
The values of inductance and capacitance determine the resonant frequency ௥݂, 
bandwidth and the roll off between the pass band and the stop band, which are 
important design parameters of FSS [17]. Increasing C and L decreases the resonance 
frequency as indicated in (1) for a loss-less surface. 
 
                                                         ௥݂ ൌ ଵଶగ ?௅஼                                                    (1) 
 
In equivalent circuit modelling, the bandwidth is defined as being measured between 
the -10 dB  lower and upper frequency points of the reflection/transmission band, 























ܤܹ ן ඥܮȀܥ                                                   (2) 
 
Therefore, the bandwidth decreases if ݌ decreases, or ݓ increases [12].  
 
  
(a)  Square loop 
 
(b)  Double square loop 
 






























                                         (a)Band stop                                                 (b) Band pass 
 
                                          (c) Low pass                                            (d) High pass 
Fig. 2. 3 FSS arrays filter types with their transmission response: (a) Band stop, (b) Band pass, (c) 


































FSS arrays are classified into four types of filter: band stop, band pass [11], low pass, 
and high pass [10], depending on their geometry. Fig 2.3 (a) shows the band stop type 
which consists of patches of square elements of conductor width w. Their Babinet 
complements (slots) form band pass filters, as shown in Fig 2.3 (b). Figs 2.3 (c) and 
(d) describe the low pass and high pass filter types. The low pass consists of patches 
of solid elements, while their slot complements are high pass filters. The resonance 
frequency depends mainly on the dimensions of the individual elements [10], [12]. 
 
2.2 Important factors in FSS design 
 
2.2.1 Types of FSS 
 
There are many types of Frequency selective surface elements with each shape having 
its unique transmission / reflection characteristics, sensitivity to oblique angle of 
incidence, polarisation type, and bandwidth. FSS arrays are grouped into 4 classified 
according to [11]: 
 
(a) Centre connected or n-poles 
Centre connected elements including simple straight element such as dipoles, 
Cross dipoles [18], unloaded tripoles, anchor elements, and Jerusalem cross, as 
shown in Fig. 2.4 (a). 
(b) Loop Type Elements 
The most common loop elements are the square [19] and circular loops (rings) 











(a) Centre connect or N-pole elements 
 
 
(b) Loop Type Elements 
 




 (d) Combination elements 
Fig. 2. 4 Common FSS element types 
 
Dipole Tripole Anchor Jerusalem cross 
Ring Square Loaded cross dipole Hexagon 
Circular patch Square patch Hexagon patch 
Circular aperture loaded with         
a solid conducting disk 




(d) Solid interior or plate elements of various shapes 
This group includes simple squares, and hexagonal and circular conducting plates 
[22], as shown in Fig. 2.4 (c) and (d). 
(e) Combination Elements 
In this group, various combinations of elements are possible in order to take 
advantage of specific characteristics in order to enhance, for example, the array 
frequency response, independencies to oblique incidence, reflection bandwidth, or 
lowering the resonant frequency. 
 
The dipole elements shown in Fig. 2.4 (a), are singly polarized structures, while dual 
polarised structures can be created with, for example, cross dipoles. The unloaded 
tripole arrays have very good dual polarisation and they can be packed tightly. 
However, the anchor elements have greater bandwidth and out of band grating 
response due to the end capacitance [10], [11], [23], [24]. 
The Jerusalem cross is one of the most widely used  elements because of their dual 
polarization [25], [26]. If the end capacitances are removed then a simple cross 
remains which leads to a smaller separation between the resonance frequency and the 
grating frequency, this will be discussed later in (Section 2.2.3).    
Three and four legged stub loaded elements, such as the loaded cross dipoles in                    
Fig. 2.4 (b), have similar reflection curves with resonance frequencies similar to the 
identical unloaded elements, i.e. without the stub. However, their bandwidth can be 
controlled by modification of the load impedance [11]. 
The inter-element spacing of elements is important, for instance the elements in          
Fig. 2.4 (c), are relatively large leading to angle of incidence sensitivity and early onset 
of grating bands, which limits their use in many applications.  A large inter-element 
spacing leads to small values of surface capacitance which makes it difficult to 
produce strong resonance. Therefore, in order to increase the capacitance, solid plates 
are placed inside each aperture. Fig. 2.4 (d) shows an example of a circular aperture 




2.2.2 Angle of incidence 
 
Transmission through conducting arrays is dependent on the angle of the incident 
electric field. The effect of oblique incidence differs from one FSS to another 
depending on the type and geometry of the conducting arrays. 
The angular dependence of any FSS array, such as dipoles, arises because of their 
singly polarized response that makes them sensitive to angle of incidence, which may 
lead to having unstable reflection/transmission bands. Fig. 2.5 shows the transmission 
response of an array of linear dipoles in both (a) TE and (b) TM wave incidence. The 
solid curves refer to normal incidence, the broken curves to incidence  ߠ ൌ  ? ?଴, and 
the dotted curves to ߠ ൌ  ? ?଴ [12], [27].  
 
Fig. 2. 5 Transmission response of linear dipole array with oblique angle of incidence:                                     
(a) TE and (b) TM [27]  
 
 
This instability in the transmission response with respect to the angle of incidence 
could be considered as a serious issue for practical applications such as in building 
environments [12], [23]. The stability of the transmission response of the FSS arrays 
could be improved convoluting the elements where elements unit cell would be 
decreased leading to more packed elements, as illustrated in Section 2.2.5[12], [26]±
[29]. 

















The stability of the transmission response could also be improved with the use of 
skewed lattice arrangement of the elements. This allows the elements to be more 
tightly packed and leads to a wider reflection band with large band separation to the 
grating response [30].  
Table. 2.1  summarises the transmission characteristic of some elements such as 
dipoles, cross dipoles, Jerusalem crosses, rings, and square loops, and their stability 
toward angle of incidence, cross polarisation level, bandwidth, and small band 
separation ± (the transmission /reflection band separation- (ft / fr)) [10]. 
 










Dipole 4 1 4 1 
Cross dipole 3 3 3 3 
Jerusalem cross 2 3 2 2 
Rings 1 2 1 1 
Square loop 1 1 1 1 
 Ratings: best =1, second best =2 
   
2.2.3 Grating response 
 
Grating response is the undesired effect of a second frequency fg which appears at a 
certain angle as a result of higher order constructive interference. It depends on the 
DQJOHRILQFLGHQFHșDQGp as illustrated in (3) [12]: 
௚݂ ൌ ௖௣ൈሺଵା௦௜௡ఏሻ                                                       (3)      
Where c is wave velocity, and it is obvious that at large periodicities, the angle of 
incidence will lead to a decrease in the frequency separation between the main 
resonance frequency and the grating response, which is considered as an obstacle when 
designing. Thus, the lattice size should be less than one wave length for the case of 
normal incidence and one-half of the wavelength in the case of oblique angles. This 
will ensure sufficient separation between fr and the grating response to obtain a clear 
transmission band [10]±[12].   
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2.3.4 Influence of the supporting dielectric substrate 
 
Frequency selective surfaces are normally supported by a dielectric layer for 
mechanical strength, and which affects the transmission or reflection response of the 
periodic structures. The addition of the substrate lowers the resonance frequencyሺ ௥݂ሻ, 
bandwidth, and with appropriate choice can reduce the angular instability. If the 
periodic element is sandwiched between two infinitely thick dielectric materials with 
relative dielectric constant߳௥, the resonance frequency would decrease by a factor 
of ?߳ ௥ , as shown in Fig. 2.6 (a) [11], [31]. Fig. 2.6 (b) shows the effect of substituting 
the infinite dielectric with dielectric slabs of a small finite total thickness of ?  ݀ . In 
this case, the resonance frequency changes are between ௥݂ and  ௙ೝ ?ఢೝ , and is closer to   ௙ೝ ?ఢೝ even when the slab thickness is as small as ?Ǥ ? ?ߣఢ, where ߣఢis the wavelength 
within the dielectric. 
However, if the periodic structure is printed on just one substrate, the resonance 
frequency would be: 
 
                                                              
௙ೝඥሺఢೝାଵሻȀଶ                                                    (4) 
 
as illustrated in Fig. 2.6 (b). In this case, as the thickness of the substrate decreases, 
the resonance frequency increases toward the free space resonance frequency ௥݂. 
Although slot arrays in a conducting sheet do not require additional mechanical 
support, dielectric substrates can provide some advantages such as lowering the cut-
off frequency, and increased separation from the grating responses. Fig. 2.7 illustrates 
the change of the resonance frequency in the cases of patch and slot arrays when they 
are immersed in the dielectric or printed on a dielectric surface of relative 
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(a) The effect on the resonant frequency when an FSS is immersed in an infinite medium of 









(b) Effect on resonant frequency when the FSS is immersed in finite slabs of thickness d on 
both sides and on a single sheet 








Fig. 2. 7 Variation of resonance frequency at normal incidence with dielectric thickness (d); 
continuous curves: dipole slots, broken curves: dipole patches [31]  
 
As the thickness (d) of the dielectric substrate increases from 0 to 10 mm, the resonant 
frequency of the patch arrays decreases from the free space resonance of 20 GHz to 
about 10 GHz, in the case where the dipole elements are immersed in the dielectric. 
On the other hand, the pass band frequency of the slot arrays shows an oscillatory 
behaviour about the resonant frequency of the patches, as shown in Fig. 2.7. The 
ability of the dielectric substrate to change the transmission/reflection response makes 
its dielectric constant and thickness important parameters in the design of frequency 
selective surfaces. This gives an advantage of lowering the resonance frequency, due 
to the increase in the susceptance of the array, and increasing the separation between ௥݂ and the grating frequency ௚݂[12], [15].  
Furthermore, In order to increase the bandwidth and decrease the band separation, 
several single layered FSS can be cascaded so the stop bands of each element would 
















2.2.5 Convoluted elements  
 
Convoluting of element paths has been recommended due to the various benefits on 
the performance of frequency selective surfaces. This reduces the resonance 
frequency, and increases the band separation with their grating response, while also 
reducing the unit cell dimensions. Fig. 2.8 shows examples of convoluting dipole and 







Fig. 2. 8 Examples of convoluted elements; (a) convoluted dipoles [27] (b) Convoluted cross dipole 
[33] 
 
Arrays of elements such as dipoles have relatively large unit cell size in relation to 
their resonance wavelength, and thus, small band separation. Reference [27] 
investigates the effect of convoluting simple linear dipoles, and how they show 
improved stability toward oblique angles of incidence, with significant reduction in 






Fig. 2.9 compares the transmission response of linear (un-convoluted) dipole elements 
with the convoluted dipoles shown in Fig. 2.8 (a), in the case of normal incidence and 
when ߠ ൌ  ? ? ?in TE and TM modes are used. The resonant frequency ranges from 
about 13.7 to 14.3 GHz for the simple dipole element to approximately 9 GHz for the 
convoluted dipole. The transmission response of the convoluted dipole arrays proved 
to be more angular independent, unlike the linear dipoles which do not have a common 




(a)  Linear dipole 
 
(b) Convoluted dipole 
  
















TE 45 Normal incidence TM 45 
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This has led to many publications in convoluting elements such as convoluted square 
loops [34], convoluted dipoles and cross dipoles [27], [33], interwoven convoluted 
dipoles [35], [36], and Hilbert curves [34]. The effectiveness of convolution is judged 
by a number of figure of merits and factors such as:   
 
1. Roll off factor, where a value as low as 1.1 can be achieved. 
2.  ఒ௉  Larger values mean smaller cell size for a given resonance wavelength.  
3. ௅௉ , where  ܮ is the total conductor length. 
4. The efficiency of use of the conductor  ௅ఒ . 
 
Generally, convoluted elements have a number of significant advantages: 
1- Low element distortion, on the transmission response, occurring when these 
arrays are laid down on curved structures; this is due to their small unit cell 
size  with respect to surface curvature [12], [33], [34]. 
2- Improved density of resonant current within the unit cell [33].  
3- Convolution facilitating stop band and pass band filters working as low as      
400 MHz for cell sizes of about 23 × 23 mm2 [35], [36]. 
4- Improved insensitivity of response to oblique angles of incidence. 
5- Increased separation between resonance and grating frequencies, therefore, 
improving the possibility of usable transmission bands above the reflection 
bands. 
6- Improved figures of merit such as  ఒ௉  and ௅ఒ  compared to conventional arrays.  
As convoluted elements have shown good stability with regards to oblique angles of 
incidence with very small unit cell dimensions, they could play an important role in 
the future of controlling the electromagnetic architecture of buildings, where incident 





2.3 FSS in buildings 
 
The radio spectrum is a finite resource and it is especially increasingly overcrowded  
in those frequency bands used for mobile communications from 900 MHz up to            
3.6 GHz, and the W-LAN bands from 2.4 GHz to 5.8 GHz. Frequency selective arrays 
have been recommended for in building applications [9], [38], in order to improve 
spectrum efficiency by the reuse of channels over a short distance, as well as 
increasing security and privacy within buildings [39]. In [40], it was concluded that an 
improvement of 15 dB in the carrier to interference ratio in indoor wireless 
communications can reduce the outage probability by more than a factor of 20.  Also 
a 10 dB decrease of co-channel interference enables the cell size in square law 













Fig. 2. 10 Scenarios of FSS applications within a high-rise building (1) Rooms with secured indoor 
WLAN and isolated from outside (only allow Emergency TETRA), (2) Solely secured for indoor WLAN 
open to outside (TETRA, GSM, DCS, UMTS), (3) Open Rooms with black spots Requiring improved 











Frequency selective surfaces can be employed on walls and windows [9], [41]±[43], 
to pass or reflect the communications at the WLAN band in order to reduce the             
co-channel interference from adjacent systems or preventing eavesdropping. This 
could be by shielding the whole building, or floors, or rooms to modify their 
electromagnetic architecture. Fig. 2.10 shows an example of signal propagation 
control within buildings.  
In addition, the nature of the built environment might require blocking of all radio 
propagation except terrestrial trunked radio emergency frequency bands (TETRA),               
e.g. floor 4 in Fig. 2.10. This may be the case of theatres, cinemas, prisons and 
hospitals. Therefore, a range of designs were investigated including active and 
transparent FSS, the latter being fabricated on glass with transparent conducting 
materials. Reference [44] suggested FSS panels could be used to control and redirect 
signal paths and thus enhance wireless communications especially in shadowed areas 
such as corridors. 
 Numerous convoluted FSS screen have been developed in order to modify the 
electromagnetic structure of buildings [36], [37], [45] . Reference [37] demonstrates 
convoluted and interwoven FSS arrays designed for mobile communications which 
attenuate the mobile and wireless communications bands between 700 MHz and              
3 GHz, while passing the general mobile radio systems (GMRS) (462-467 MHz) in 
the USA, and the personal mobile radio systems (PMR446) (446 MHz) and the 
emergency services TETRA band in Europe.  
However, in order to make such use of frequency selective surfaces practical, it is 
necessary to manufacture the screens cost efficiently and ideally on environmentally 
friendly flexible substrates that can be applied easily to any surface, while also 
reducing the material wastage. Reference [46] demonstrated for the first time the 
manufacture of dipole FSS arrays using the inkjet printing technology. References 
[47], [48] demonstrate also the inkjet printing of simple square loop elements on 
textiles and on glass windows. Inkjet printing technology as an additive method of 
fabrication has a number of advantages, which attracted research in the field of 
antennas, over the subtractive methods such as the chemical copper etching. The 
dipole elements in [46] were arranged in a skewed lattice geometry and inkjet printed 
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using a silver nanoparticle ink on Polyethylenenapthenate (PEN) substrate. The final 
array is shown in Fig. 2.11.  
The inkjet printed array achieved a transmission response similar to that obtained from 
a chemically etched counterpart. The original inkjet printed FSS screen was 
manufactured in 2008, and when re-measured in 2012, it still showed good 
performance, as illustrated in Fig. 2.12.   
 
 
Fig. 2. 11 Inkjet printed arrays of simple linear silver dipoles on PEN [46]  
 
Although the arrays gave a similar performance to the chemical etched counterparts, 
the width of the dipole elements was found to be wider than expected. Moreover, the 
lines exhibited a phenomena known as a coffee stain profile which led to the edges 
being much thicker than in the middle [46]. Inkjet printing technology will be 





Fig. 2. 12 Measured transmission responses of the inkjet printed and chemically etched dipole FSS 
arrays 
The use of additive technology such as screen or inkjet printing of silver based inks 
can result in the elements having low conductivity, and with some variability in the 
conductivity [49]. Therefore, the equivalent circuit model shown in Figs. 2.2 (a) and 
(b) can be modified to include a resistance element that would affect the transmission 
response of the FSS leading to a shallower null depth as resistance increases [49], as 
illustrated in Fig. 2.13.    
 
 
Fig. 2. 13  Equivalent circuit model and the transmission response of square loop elements FSS: in 













































A review of literature on frequency selective surfaces and its applications has been 
presented. The element types that control the filter behaviour of FSS arrays have been 
discussed including characteristics such as single or dual polarisation, effect of oblique 
angle of incidence, and bandwidth.  
The influence of the supporting dielectric substrates on the transmission response of 
the FSS and its effect on the bandwidth of operation and sensitivity toward angle of 
incidence, have also be described. In addition, the advantages of convoluting elements 
were also indicated.  
The benefits that could be achieved by using frequency selective surfaces such as the 
increase of signal-to-interference ratio and data security within buildings were 
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CHAPTER 3: FREQUENCY SELECTIVE 
SURFACES PANELS - FABRICATION AND 






This chapter presents an inkjet printing technology overview, including printing 
mechanisms, and different sintering methods. The fabrication processes of frequency 
selective surface panels using inkjet printing and chemical etching are covered. In 
addition, the measurement setup, equipment, and procedures to carry out the 
measurements in this study are described. The simulation techniques of the FSS arrays 
are also discussed, with different settings to ensure simulation results compared with 
measurement. 
 
3.2 Inkjet Printing Technology 
 
3.2.1 Technology Overview 
 
Inkjet printing technology is a subdivision of additive fabrication methods (AM). 
Additive manufacturing methods rely on adding different amounts of material layers 
upon each other in predetermined positions .Therefore no waste is created, in contrast 
to conventional subtractive fabrication methods such as chemical etching which 
removes materials in the unwanted regions. AM comprises a number of techniques 
according to [1]±[4]:  
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1- Solid based processes or solid sheet systems: such as laminated object 
manufacturing (LOM), this technology uses a laser to cut out profiles from 
sheet paper supplied from a continuous roll.   
2- Powder based process or discrete particle systems: these include technologies 
such as selective laser sintering (SLS), which is used to produce sufficient 
thermal energy to melt the powder, and three dimensional printing (3-D), 
which includes printing a binder or glue layer onto a powder bed to form               
a 3-D structure. 
3- Liquid based process: such as 2-D inkjet printing. 
 
For several decades subtractive fabrication methods were used in manufacturing 
electronic devices. Inkjet printing technology is an emerging alternative fabrication 
method that uses metal based conductive inks. Liquid droplets are deposited precisely 
onto predefined positions to form conductive tracks on different varieties of substrates.   
2-D inkjet printing has been known since the 1960¶s as a means of printing by digital 
devices such as computers, and was commercialised by companies such as HP and 
Canon [4]. Inkjet printing is considered easier, faster and more cost efficient than other 
additive technologies, and in addition, its introduction has established the foundation 
of several other technologies such as the 3-D printing [5].  
In the 1990¶s the development of inkjet printing of conductive ink gained interest in 
the electronic industry with its promise of producing conductive tracks on low cost, 
flexible substrates that were not compatible with subtractive fabrication methods. This 
opened the frontiers to various applications such as the manufacture of printed circuit 
boards (PCBs), on-body antennas, radio frequency identification (RFID), light 
emitting diode (LED), solar cells, sensors for healthcare monitoring, and lately 







3.2.2 Printing process 
 
The printing process undergoes three main stages in order to produce conductive 
tracks: 
 
1- Drop Generation  
There are two droplet deposition techniques, (a) continuous inkjet printing (CIJ) and 
(b) drop on demand (DOD). In the CIJ printing mechanism, a continuous stream of 
liquid drops is ejected under pressure through a small nozzle even when the deposition 
is not required. To control the ejection process of each drop, the nozzle is controlled 
by a small potential close to the ground [16]. The unwanted drops are deflected by the 
electric field to a gutter where the unused ink is recycled, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1(a).    
In the contrary, the drop on demand approach allows a control of every drop 
individually, leading to more economical deposition than the CIJ mechanism. Droplets 
are formed and ejected only with the presence of a pressure pulse in the fluid held in 
a chamber behind the printing nozzle, and therefore no waste is formed. The drops are 
generated at acoustic frequencies (1 ± 20 kHz) in contrast to (20 ± 60 kHz) in the case 
of the continuous mode. In DOD systems it is possible to control both ejection velocity 






(a) Principle operation of continuous inkjet  
 
 
(b) Principle operation of DOD inkjet  
 
Fig. 3. 1  Principles of operation of (a) Continuous inkjet (CIJ) and (b) drop ± on ± demand (DOD) 
inkjet printers [16] 
 
In the DOD mechanism, there are two methods which are used to generate the pressure 
pulse, hence the ejection and drop formation, thermal and piezoelectric printing. In the 
thermal DOD printing method or bubble-jet, there is a small thin-film heater located 
in the fluid chamber, which in the presence of current it heats the fluid in the ink 
trapped in the chamber above its boiling temperature to form a vapour bubble. After 




which will be the required pressure pulse, as depicted in Fig. 3.1 (b). In the 
piezoelectric method, which is most common, the pressure pulse is formed by direct 
mechanical actuation using a piezoelectric transducer which allows the control of drop 
size and velocity, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1 (b). Another different feature in the 
piezoelectric method is that the fluid tail is long, therefore in order to mitigate any 
issues such as drop merging in flight, a standoff distance from the substrate should be 
considered, which normally about 2 ± 3 mm [16]. 
2- Drop impact, spreading, and drying 
The physical behaviour of the ejected droplets from the print head nozzles reaching 
the substrate is described in Fig. 3.2 [17]. According to reference [17], the droplets 
experience two spreading mechanisms as they hit the substrate; an initial spontaneous 
spreading (by Inertia) for a short time followed by wet spreading (by surface tension) 
for  a much longer period of time until the droplets reach to the final equilibrium 
diameter.  
The droplets received by the substrate undergo different mechanisms including solvent 
evaporation of the organic solvents (that are normally used as aqueous carrier medium 
to ensure the fluidity of the metal ink), cooling through a transition temperature, and 
chemical reactions. Therefore, a phase change from a liquid to a solid state occurs 
leading to the final required printed shape, which is necessary before going through 
the solidification process [15]±[18].  
 




The final shape of the deposited droplet forms a non-uniform cross sectional profile 
instead of a spherical one, generally known as a coffee stain, where the height in the 
centre is lower than that around the perimeter [19]. The height of the droplets on the 
substrates correlates with the temperature of the substrate, as the height in the centre 
increases with the increase of the substrate temperature as a result of the faster 
evaporation of the solvents at higher temperatures and therefore the spreading of the 





Fig. 3. 3 Diagram of overlapped neighbouring droplets 
 
In addition, deposited droplets must overlap in order to form a well-connected track. 
The droplet overlap is defined as the ratio of the overlapped length (L) between two 
neighbouring droplets to the individual droplet diameter (D) on the substrate, the 
distance between the centres of two adjacent droplets is defined as drop spacing or 
drop distance (d) [22], as illustrated in Fig. 3.3. 
 
The higher the overlap the shorter the drop spacing, which means that more ink is 
deposited. The quality of the printed tracks correlates to the drop distance. As 
illustrated in Fig. 3.4 (a), if the drop spacing is too large (no overlap), the printed tracks 
will not be continuous and droplets will be completely disconnected. The continuity 
of the lines improves as the amount of dot spacing reduces (Fig. 3.4 (b)) until it reaches 
the optimum line edge definition (continuity) as illustrated in Fig 3.4 (c). Further 
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excessive reduction in the dot spacing might lead to instability in the line definition 
leading to the bulging instability as shown in Fig. 3.4 (d).  
 
Fig. 3. 4 Inkjet printed lines with different drop ± spacing: (a) no overlap, (b) minimum overlap, (c) 
sufficient overlap, and (d) too large overlap (too small drop spacing [16] 
 
3- Sintering of metal nanoparticle inks 
In metal nanoparticle inks, a layer of stabilisers commonly from organic materials are 
added in order to keep the nanoparticles well-dispersed in the solution [23], [24]. Not 
all of these organic solvents are removed during the spreading and drying of the ink 
droplets over the substrate. Therefore, the printed lines will have very poor or no 
conductivity, and weak mechanical strength and porosity [24], [25]. Thus, a sintering 
process is needed to completely remove the organic stabilisers or agents by applying 
heat on the printed structures below their melting point. The sintering process involves 
3 major steps, joining of the adjacent particles together (neck growth), formation of 
interconnecting pore channels (densification), and formation of spherical shape of 
particles which tends to flow into the pores within it. As a result, metal particles are 
fused together and create one solid piece, and hence, the electrical conductivity and 
mechanical strength will be enhanced [26]±[28].  
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There are different methods of sintering used such as the well-known thermal sintering 
using conventional ovens. In this case the whole sample will be exposed to heat under 
high temperature conditions, typically > 200 °C for > 1hr [23], [24]. However, this 
process is not suitable for some thermally sensitive substrates such as polymeric foils 
and paper substrates, which would be distorted at temperatures above 120 °C [25], 
[29]. Other sintering techniques are more suitable for low treating temperature 
substrates and for shorter sintering times, such as intense pulsed light (IPL), laser, and 
low pressure argon plasma sintering methods.  
 
 In the case of IPL or flash photonic sintering methods, the inkjet printed lines are 
exposed to a short pulses of an intense pulsed light with a broad spectrum, ranging 
from the ultraviolet (UV) to the infrared (IR), to increase the temperature in the 
samples locally and rapidly. The light is only absorbed by the ink, and hence there is 
a rapid increase in the temperature within the ink, rather than the substrate which 
remains unheated. Photonic sintering time depends on the frequency and the power 
level of the exposing light pulse [6], [23], [30], [31]. 
 
Another technique is laser sintering, where the silver printed tracks are exposed to a 
laser source. The laser scans the printed tracks, which normally requires several passes 
to sinter the complete feature. It locally heats the area for a short period of time. In this 
case the exposure of the laser beam to the substrate in the areas where there is no ink, 
is not harmful [6], [23], [24], [31], [32]. 
 
Plasma sintering is considered a low temperature sintering technique most suitable for 
thermally sensitive substrates [33]. The metal nanoparticle ink is exposed to plasma, 
the inherent active species decompose the organic stabilizers due to chain scission 
resulting in the formation of low molar mass compounds, which are evaporated under 
the low pressure applied. After removal of the organics, destabilized metal 
nanoparticles are able to make direct contact, coalesce and form a percolating 




3.2.3 Defects in the printed structures  
 
The occurrence of defects is a possibility that could arise with any fabrication 
technique. The type and the level of defects could affect the quality of the product 
especially when manufacturing small electronic devices such as printed circuits where 
precision and line continuities are essential. With inkjet deficiencies could mainly 
occur at printing and/or during the sintering process. According to reference [34] 
defects are divided into two categories: 
 
(i) Macroscopic defects are those which are caused due a partial blockage of 
the firing nozzles. A partial blockage causes the fired droplet to break up 
into finer ones and/or the droplet may be propelled off the intended course 
of jetting (forming ink spray). There is also another type of macroscopic 
defect known as satellite drops. These form when the alignment of a jet 
breaks up, resulting in a primary drop followed by many finer droplets as 
the printing head advances. As a consequence, the droplets on the substrate 
are not circular, but pear shaped, as shown in Fig. 3.5. Such imperfections 
in the printing process for applications such as printed circuits is 
destructive, as a short circuit is likely to occur. Therefore, they should be 
avoided by regular cleaning of the nozzle tip [34].  
 




(ii) Microscopic defects are internal voids or flaws during the deposition. The 
formation of these voids could take place due to the boiling of the solvent 
in the ink due to high temperatures during the drying and the sintering 
process, or by the impact of droplets on previously (not fully dried) 
deposited layers [34], [35]. Fig. 3.6 shows examples of crack patterns after 
drying and thermal sintering (200 °C) for different number of deposited ink 
layers (N). The cracks increased with multiple layer deposition [35].  
 
Fig. 3. 6 Microscopic images of crack patterns in silver ink printed lines with width of 0.4mm after 
drying and sintering [35]  
 
 
Such defects would affect the electrical properties of the printed lines leading to a 
degradation in the conductivity. Therefore, such issues should be taking into 
consideration, for example, by assisting the drying process through applying hot air 







3.3 FSS screen fabrication 
 
The FSS screens used in this study were manufactured using inkjet printing technology 
at the Organic Materials Innovation Centre (OMIC) at the University of Manchester, 
while subtractive chemical etching was done at the University of Kent, in order to 
make a comparative performance study.  
 
3.3.1 Inkjet printing of FSS screens 
 
A Dimatix DMP-2800 inkjet printer (Fujifilm Dimatix, Inc., Santa Clara, USA), 
shown in Fig. 3.7, was used in the study with a disposable piezo "ink jet" cartridge. 
This printer can create and define patterns over an area of about 200 u 300 mm2 and 
handle substrates up to 25 mm thick, with the print head being adjustable in the Z 
direction. The nozzle plate consists of a single row of 16 nozzles of 23 Pm diameter 
spaced 254 Pm apart with typical drop volume of 10 pL, (spot size 40 Pm). For the 
purpose of this study, the cartridge temperature was varied in order to optimize the 
jetting conditions. The platen was kept at room temperature [36], unless otherwise 
specified. The printer contained a 1.5 mL cartridge (DMC-11610) with the cartridge 
temperature adjusted between 30-45 °C.  
 
Two silver nanoparticle inks were used, the first was supplied from Sigma-Aldrich 
(SunTronic U5603 from Sun Chemicals). The ink consists of a 20 wt% dispersion of 
silver nanoparticles (particle diameter in the range of 150 nm by scanning electron 
microscope) in an ethanol/ethylene glycol mixture [37]. The ink was used in 






Fig. 3. 7 Dimatix DMP-2800 inkjet printer 
 
The second ink was the Silverjet silver nanoparticle ink (DGP-40LT-15C), containing 
30 ± 35% wt silver dispersion in triethylene glycol monomethy ether, supplied also 
from Sigma-Aldrich [38]. The Silverjet ink, used for the FSS samples in Chapter 6, 
has a particle size less than 50 nm, compared to 150 nm for the SunTronic ink.  
 
Paper is considered one of the best organic-substrates candidates for RF applications 
such as RFID tags and FSS. It is not only environmentally friendly, but it is also a very 
widely produced material that can undergo large reel-to-reel processing. It is a 
candidate in terms of mass production for large FSS panels. This makes paper the 
lowest cost material which can give good performance with appropriate coating [8]. 
 
The FSS arrays were printed on two representative paper substrates, PEL Nano-P60 
paper (PEL paper) having an inorganic micro-porous receiving layer, was obtained 
from Printed Electronics Ltd. (Cambridge, UK), and also inkjet tattoo transfer paper 
(tattoo paper), having a polymeric receiving layer, which was supplied by Crafty 
Computer Paper (Leicester UK) [39]. The transfer papers were chosen due to their 
ability of being transferred onto walls, or onto substrates that are problematic to print 
on because of their surface properties or overall dimensions. In all cases the substrates 
were purged with a flow of air to remove dust particles prior to printing. 
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The reduction of the deposited ink drop spacing increases the conductivity of the 
printed lines, as well as the multiple deposition of ink layers. The conductivity of the 
silver nanoparticle ink on the transfer paper was investigated in [40], and it was found 
that sintering at 135°C for 30 mins gave conductivities of about 5% of bulk silver 
using two  of deposited ink layers without damaging the substrate. 
 
Reported inkjet work on porous materials such as paper, cardboard, leather and wood 
can require many ink layers. Several hours of ink sintering for maximum conductivity 
are required. Table. 3.1 summarises some of the inkjet fabricated electromagnetic 
structures on different porous substrates. The estimated thickness of 1 layer of 
deposited ink is about 1 µm. The number of ink layers reported in Table. 3.1 varies 
from 3 ± 20 layers, with sintering times as long as 10 hours. This is considered 
impractical especially in the case of mass production conditions.  
 
Therefore in this study, the aim was to produce frequency selective surfaces with the 
minimum cost possible while achieving acceptable levels of transmitivity or 
reflectivity depending on the type of the arrays. Consequently, FSS element trials were 
jetted with minimum number of ink layers (1 ± 3), and different drop spacing   (10 ± 
20 µm), and shorter thermal sintering times (30 ± 60 mins) compared to those in Table 
3.1. In the case of printing multiple layers, each layer is allowed to dry for   > 120 
mins in order to avoid printing defects such as those shown in Fig. 3.6.  In addition, 












TABLE. 3. 1 SUMMARY OF SOME INKJET PRINTED WORK OF ELECTROMAGNETIC STRUCTURES 






Cited V (S/m) 







[13] Paper 3 2 120 ~1×107 
[41] Paper 5 1 160 1.2×107 
[42] Paper 12 Unknown Unknown 0.4 - 
2.5×107 














[45] Cardboard 3 1 150 2×107 





2 ± 4  
 
10 




Furthermore, due to the expected variability in the conductivities of the printed 
elements, it is necessary to take the required skin depth thickness into consideration 
while fabricating the FSS screens. Skin depth effect gives an indication of how deeply 
into a conductor electromagnetic field will penetrate at a high frequency. It is defined 
as the depth below the surface of a conductor at which the amplitude of an incident 
electric field has decreased by a factor 1/e [48]. Variation in element conductivities is 
expected owing to several factors such as ink used, number of deposited ink layers, 
drop spacing, sintering technique, and element width. Table. 3.2 shows the minimum 
required thickness at selected frequencies against conductivities of 1, 10, 20 and 30% 





TABLE. 3. 2 SKIN DEPTH AT DIFFERENT FREQUENCIES 
Frequency 
(GHz) 







14.5 0.53 0.9 1.18 1.6 5.3 
12 0.58 1 1.3 1.8 5.8 
2.4 1.3 2.4 2.9 4.1 13 
2 1.4 2.6 3.1 4.5 14.2 
1 2 3.6 4.5 6.4 20 
 
3.3.2 Chemical etching of FSS screens 
 
Chemical etching is a subtractive manufacturing method that is commonly used in the 
fabrication of printed circuit boards and microwave structures using a corrosive 
chemical known as etchant. The unwanted areas are removed by chemical reactions. 
The process includes applying a photo resist material that would define the required 
pattern by the exposure to UV light through a mask. In order to obtain a well-defined 
etching, some basic steps are involved to ensure a defect free etched structure [49]: 
o Cleaning of the flexible substrate material and the laminating ultraviolet 
light box, to avoid any potential issues in the etched patterns. 
o The application of photo resist film upon the substrate. Photo resist is a 
plastic coating material. When exposed to UV light it becomes hardened 
and is resistant to etching solutions. 
o Mask placement, and exposure to UV light through the mask to identify 
the areas for etching. The mask is normally a negative image of the 
required design. 
o After exposure to UV light, the sample is immersed in a developer to 
remove the photo resists. 
o Chemical etching in a tank with ferric chloride. 




The substrate used in the etching process was a copper clad polyester substrate 
(polyethylene terephthalate (PET)), with relative permittivity of߳௥ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?. The total 
thickness of the substrate was 55 µm, in which the copper thickness was about 10 µm. 
The photo resists developer used was Potassium Carbonate (K2CO3), and the etching 
acid was ferric chloride (FeCl3). 
3.4 FSS Measurement set up  
 
Each FSS screen was placed in an aperture in a large absorbing screen of an area of 
(2.5 × 2.3 m2), supported with wheels for ease of screen rotation. The size of the 
aperture was 210 × 3002, as shown in Fig. 3.8. All FSS screens used in this 
research had a physical size of 210 × 3002, except an interwoven convoluted 
square slot, and a densely convoluted cross dipole slot design (200 MHz ± 1.2 GHz) 
which had a physical size of 1 m2, as described in Sections 7.4 and 7.5 (Chapter 7).        
 
 
Fig. 3. 8 The absorbing screen 
 
Two waveguide horn antennas swept over a frequency range 7 ± 20 GHz were 
connected to the signal source and the receiver, and placed 1m on either side of the 
FSS ( Chapters 4 and 5). For the skewed lattice dipole FSS (L =4.5 mm, P = 5.5 mm) 
in Chapter 4, two waveguide horn antennas were also used over the frequency range           
(25 ± 35 GHz). The FSS screens presented in Chapter 6 were measured using                
log ± periodic antennas (R&S® HL050, 0.8 ± 26.5 GHz [50]) in the frequency range  
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1 ± 5 GHz. Fig. 3.9 describes the measurement set up of the FSS arrays used in this 
study. The antennas were positioned at height of the centre of the aperture. 
 
Network Analyser








Fig. 3. 9 FSS transmission response measurement setup  
 
A Marconi Instrument Microwave Test 6200B and vector network analyser (Rohde & 
Schwarz, R&S® ZVA50 VNA) operating in the frequency range (10 MHz ± 20 GHz), 
and (10 MHz ± 50 GHz) respectively [51], [52] were used. The transmitted power was 
10 dBm. An open free space aperture calibration was taken prior to the mount of the 
FSS to take into account any equipment losses e.g. in the antennas and cables.  The 
calibration was also repeated in the case of different angles of incidence. In the case 
of oblique incidence, the absorbing screen was rotated to predefined angles. Each FSS 
panel had its transmission response (S21) measured three times, and average values 
were used to remove transient channel effects.   
 
In addition, due to the expected variability in the conductivity of the elements in each 
FSS panel, a dc point to point resistance measurement was conducted using a digital 
multimeter, (Chapters 5 and 6). The measured resistance values where used to 
calculate the average resistance, and their standard deviation of the elements in order 




Sheet resistance measurements (Chapter 5) were achieved using a 4 point to point 
probe method, at the OMIC laboratories. A Jandel multi position wafer probe system 
(Jandel Engineering Ltd., Leighton Buzzard, UK) mounted with a cylindrical probe 
head made contact with the samples. 
 
Microscopic images of the inkjet printed elements were taken using a Summit 9000 
analytical probe station by Cascade Microtech, USA microscope [53] at the University 
of Kent laboratories, and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were taken 
using an EVO® LS 15 system (by Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany) at the OMIC 
laboratories.  
 
3.5 FSS Modelling and Simulations 
 
The FSS screens were modelled using Computer Simulation Technology Microwave 
Studio® (CST MWS®) [54]. CST uses the finite difference time domain technique 
(FDTD). The FDTD is a grid based differential time domain modelling approach. In 
)'7' 0D[ZHOO¶V HTXDWLRQV DUH IRUPXODWHG DV FHQWUDO GLIIHUHQFH HTXDWLRQV
discretized in space and time.  The electric field is solved at a given instance followed 
by the magnetic field in the next instant and so on, to update the electromagnetic field 
within the defined space [55]±[58]. FDTD techniques has been used in analysing FSS 
arrays as was reported in [59]±[62].  
CST comprises a number of different solvers, which are each better suited to their 
individual applications. For frequency selective surfaces, the frequency solver is 
mostly used. Reference [63] gives an example of a modelled infinite bandpass FSS 
using the CST  frequency solver  with unit cell boundaries that virtually repeat the 
modelled structure periodically up to infinity, in two directions (x and y). However in 
the z direction, open boundaries are used where the Floquet modes are implemented. 
Those boundary settings are able to mimic oblique angles of incidence scenarios.  
 
In addition, in order to simulate finite FSS arrays, open boundaries were defined in the 
x and y directions with waveguide ports in the z direction of the boundary box. Open 
boundary conditions or perfectly matched layers (PML) operate as free space, where 
waves interact with the boundaries with minimal reflections. However, modelling a 
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finite structure such as that shown in Fig. 3.10, was not possible to run using the 
frequency solver due to the large required frequency range of 10 ± 20 GHz and the 
number of resulting mesh cells (tetrahedrons). This led to huge computational time, 
and computing resource limitations. The frequency solver also has the option of using 
hexahedral meshes, but it was still impractical to simulate. Therefore, the transient 
solver was chosen as an alternative to simulate the finite structures, as it requires less 
simulation time.  
 
 
Fig. 3. 10 Modelled finite dipole FSS screen 
 
Fig. 3.11 shows an example of simulated results of simple square loop elements with 
length (L = 23 mm) and periodicity (P = 25 mm) with substrate thickness of 45 µm 
and relative permittivity ߳௥ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? using different simulation set ups, with respect to 
the measured transmission response. The measured and simulated S21 responses were 
very similar, however, there was an insignificant shift in the resonant frequency (less 







Fig. 3. 11 Simulated transmission responses of square loop FSS arrays (L =  23 mm, P =  25 mm, 
w=0.2 mm) 
 
In this work, both solvers were considered depending on the nature of the study. The 
transient solver was used for the finite arrays in Chapters 4 and 5, while in Chapters 6 
and 7 frequency solver unit cell boundaries were used.  
 
 



















Measured - finite array
Open boundaries - finite array



























In addition, in order to investigate the influence of conductor conductivity on the FSS 
transmission response, the square loop design was simulated (unit cell boundaries) 
with different element conductivities of (30, 10, 1, 0.1, and 0.01%) compared to bulk 
metal, as described in Fig 3.12. The transmission null depth decreases with the 
reduction in the conductivity, which would influence the shielding of the FSS arrays. 
Table. 3.3 summarises the simulated results from Fig. 3.12. 
 
TABLE. 3. 3 SIMULATED S21 NULL DEPTHS OF SQUARE LOOP FSS WITH VARIOUS 
CONDUCTIVITIES OF FIG. 3.12 
Bulk metal conductivity 
(%) 
S21 (dB) Null reduction % 
100 -45 0 
30 -40 -11 
10 -34 -25 
1 -28 -38 
0.1 -20 -56 
0.01 -13 -71 
 
The element conductivity can be seen to be significant regarding both the depth and 




A review of literature on inkjet printing technology using metal nanoparticle inks and 
sintering parameters have been presented. The fabrication by inkjet and chemical 
etching, of frequency selective surfaces used in this study were outlined. Furthermore, 
a description of the equipment used in the fabrication process and measurements has 
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CHAPTER 4: STUDY OF THE IMPACT OF 






The degree to which fabrication errors can be tolerated is an important issue.  In the 
building industry, low-cost manufacture of acceptable performance components is 
required, in contrast to, for example, aerospace systems where the high precision 
fabrication of critical components is essential and often involves the use of expensive 
specialised materials. The introduction of FSS into the building structure has been 
considered as a possible way to improve the signal-to-interference ratio, and data 
integrity within buildings by incorporating frequency selective panels into walls, 
turning them to smart buildings [1]±[4]. An improvement of 15 dB in the carrier to 
interference ratio in indoor wireless communications can reduce the outage probability 
by more than a factor of 20.  Also a 10 dB decrease of co-channel interference enables 
the cell size in square law propagation conditions to be reduced by about 3 [5]. 
 The process of fabricating large chemically etched copper FSS screens is high cost 
and requires several process stages if the waste copper is to be reclaimed. Therefore 
additive fabrication techniques such as Inkjet technology may be a cost effective 
means of production for certain scales of production. Drop-on-demand (DOD) print 
technology deposits precise and repeatable drop sizes achieving the resolutions 
required for UHF printed circuits on cheap environmentally friendly substrates such 
as paper, glass, leather and wood [6]±[12]. 
 
However, in printed  low- cost mass produced FSS, such as might be required in 
application to the built environment for electromagnetic architecture modification, 
imperfections might be expected from blockage of printer nozzles, poor surface 
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quality, and non-uniformity in any conducting ink sintering process that might be 
adopted [13]±[15]. There are also some physical problems during the process of 
installing arrays on walls, e.g. destroying some of the elements due to miss-handling 
of the FSS boards or cutting out of some sections for the installation of fixtures and 
fittings.  
 
This chapter summarises the results of an investigation of imperfectly fabricated FSS 
arrays in which defects were introduced intentionally in two sequential processes.  In 
the first, array elements were either removed entirely from random locations or small 
discontinuities were introduced in the conductors of randomly chosen elements, while 
in the second sequence, elements are totally absent in localized clusters that were 
introduced at the centres and corners of the panels.  Furthermore, the electromagnetic 
illumination uniformity and the influence of the oblique incidence and how it affects 
the performance of the FSS panels especially the defective arrays, were investigated.  
 
The fabricated designs were arrays of linear dipoles on skewed and square lattices, 
square loops, and ring loops [16]±[18]. All structures were fabricated by chemical 
etching and were also modelled using CST Microwave Studio® (CST MWS®) to 
compare the measurement results with the computer simulation results.  In order to 
quantify the impact of print error discontinuities, 20 dB null-depth was taken as the 
limit of acceptable band stop performance, corresponding to 1% signal transmission 














4.2 Randomly (Arbitrarily) missing elements 
 
An issue noticed in the printed FSS arrays was the concern of elements with very high 
resistance or being non-conductive. Defects could result from a totally blocked 
printing nozzles that could lead to some of the elements totally missing or from partial 
nozzles blockage that might cause some discontinuities in the element thus affecting 
the performance of the FSS panels. As a consequence, it is of a great importance to 
define a tolerable level of maximum defects while the FSS arrays could still provide 
an acceptable level of isolation in the intended band of operation.  
In this section, elements were deliberately removed, chosen at random locations using 
DFRGHWKDWZDVJHQHUDWHGLQ0DWODELQDVHTXHQFHRIDQGRIWKH
total number of the array elements. The arrays were fabricated on a physical area of  ? ? ?ൈ  ? ? ?2, using chemical etching on a 0.055 mm thick copper clad polyester 
substrate with relative permittivity ߳௥ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? and loss tangentߜ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ?. The 
transmission responses of the 4 defective arrays were compared to the perfect FSS 
arrays response. 
 
 4.2.1 Skewed lattice dipole arrays 
 
The dipole arrays consisted of 374 patch dipoles set on a skewed lattice [16], as shown 
in Fig. 4.1. The dipoles were 9.4 mm in length, with horizontal spacingܦݔ ൌ  ?, 
and vertical spacingܦݕ ൌ  ?. All dipoles had width ݓ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? and    





Fig. 4.1 The linear dipole FSS [19]  
 
Five FSS were made, one was complete (perfect), while in each of the others, 10, 20, 
30, and 40% proportions of the elements were absent at random location with no 
correlation between the arrays with 10% missing elements and the array with 20% 
missing elements for instance, as shown in the modelled version of those arrays in 
CST Fig. 4.2.    
 
In the second set, instead of removing the random elements completely, a gap, (g) of  ?Ǥ ? was introduced at the centres of the defective dipoles as shown in Fig. 4.3. 
 
The gaps were introduced in the same location of the missing element shown in          
Fig. 4.2 with the same sequence of 10, 20, 30 and 40% to compare the transmittivity 
of the FSS arrays in the two scenarios. 
To establish whether or not the transmittivity trends for dipoles on skewed lattices also 
applies for FSS of different configurations, elements were randomly removed in the 
same proportions from other arrays including square loops, dipoles and rings all 








                             (a) Complete                                                         (b) 10% missing 
 
                             (c) 20% missing                                                (d) 30% missing 
 
(e) 40% missing 
 
Fig. 4.2 Modelled dipole arrays with missing elements (a) complete, (b) 10% missing, (c) 20% 




Fig. 4.3 Skewed lattice dipole arrays with discontinuity in some elements [19]  
 
4.2.2 Square lattice dipole arrays 
 
This FSS design was chosen to quantify the effect of missing elements on the FSS 
response when the element are arranged in simple square lattice geometry. The 
complete FSS contained 475 patch dipole elements with dipole length L and periodicity 




Fig. 4.4 Square lattice dipole FSS [19] 
 
 
4.2.3 Square loop arrays 
 
The complete arrays contained 1080 patch square loops arranged in a square lattice 
format with length L and periodicity P equal to 6 and 7 mm respectively and element 





Fig. 4.5 Square loop FSS [20]  
 
4.2.4 Ring loop arrays 
 
The prefect arrays contained 652 patch Ring loops elements arranged in a square 
lattice format with diameter D and periodicity P equal to 7.4 and 9 mm respectively 
and ring width (w) was 0.4 mm, as shown in Fig. 4.6.  
 
 













4.3 Clusters of elements 
 
In addition to the problems addressed in the previous section, also some physical 
damage could result during the installation process of FSS panels into walls. Damages 
such as cutting of some parts while fitting or damage that could occur in later stages. 
Unlike the previous section, elements were removed in clusters of 10% and 20% at 
both the centres and the corners of each array type. This investigation was carried on a 
total of 5 FSS designs and on a metal sheet screen. Three of the FSS arrays were the 
linear dipoles arranged in skewed lattice and square lattice, and square loop arrays 
reported in the previous section, and in addition two skewed lattice dipole arrays 
designs were fabricated. One was the skewed lattice linear dipole arrays with larger 
periodicity than the arrays in Fig. 4.1, where the elements were also arranged with 
periodicity P of 15.4 mm, horizontal spacing Dx = 6 mm, and vertical spacing
 
                  
Dy = 5 mm. Increasing the periodicity led to a decrease in the number of elements within 
the same physical area to 174 patch dipoles. The second array was designed to be 
resonant around 30 GHz, with element length L of 4.5 mm, P of 5.5 mm, horizontal 
spacing Dx = 1 mm, and vertical spacing
 
 Dy = 2 mm. 
 
 
Each of the array types was fabricated 4 times, twice missing 10%; one at the centre 
and one at the corner, and twice missing 20% of the total elements at the centre and the 
corner. The missing elements clusters were situated either at the centre or at the corner 
of the FSS.  The 4 fabricated cases of the design from Fig. 4.1 are shown in      Fig. 4.7.  
The arrays were also modelled in CST Microwave Studio® (CST MWS) for 


















(d)       
Fig. 4.7 Fabricated skewed lattice FSS (P =  10.4 mm) with missing dipole clusters of (a) 10% at the 
centre, (b)  20% at the centre, (c) 10% at the corner and (d) 20% at the corner [21]  
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4.4 Measurements and simulation results 
 
4.4.1 Randomly missing and defective elements 
 
The measured and simulated transmission responses of the skewed lattice dipoles of 
Fig. 4.1 are shown in Fig. 4.8. As illustrated, as the number of missing elements 
increased, the null depth decreased and a small change in the resonant frequency could 
be seen. The scattered absence of 10% of the elements gave a null depth of -22 and     
-25 dB in the measured and simulated S21 respectively, compared with the -33 dB of 
the perfect complete arrays.   
 
 
Correspondingly, 20% absence of the elements (75 dipoles) degraded the measured 
performance by a further 4 - 5 dB and the 20 dB depth requirement was not met by     
3 dB and was exactly -20 dB from simulations.  Any further absence in the elements 
severely affects the reliability of the FSS panels as the measured null depths were 
below 10 dB. Similarly, the introduction of cuts in the centres of 10% of the dipole 
arrays from Fig. 4.3, led to only 4 dB reduction in the null depth compared with the 
complete arrays as illustrated in Fig. 4.9. Table. 4.1 summarises the measured and 












Fig. 4.8 Transmission responses (S21) of skewed lattice dipole arrays with missing elements:                        

























































TABLE. 4.1 COMPARES THE SIMULATED (S) AND MEASURED (M) TRANSMISSION 













0 -38 -33 -38 -33 
10 -27 -22 -29 -24 
20 -21 -17 -24 -18 
30 -15 -10 -16 -10 












Fig. 4.9 Transmission responses (S21) of skewed lattice dipole arrays with discontinuities:                
(a) measured [19] and (b) simulated 
 
The measured and simulated performances of the square lattice dipole arrays 
corresponds closely with that of the skewed lattice versions as elements were removed.  
Furthermore, the transmission responses of  square loops and rings had marginally 
deeper (about 2 ± 3 dB) nulls than the dipole arrays at the 20% missing element level 
and were more clearly deeper at 10%, as summarised in Table. 4.2. The measured and 
simulated S21 responses of the arrays are compared with their skewed lattice dipole 














































TABLE. 4.2 COMPARES THE SIMULATED (S) AND MEASURED (M) TRANSMISSION 
RESPONSES OF 3 SQUARE LATTICE FSS ARRAYS WITH THE SKEWED LATTICE DIPOLE 
































0 -38 -33 -39 -31 -45 -35 -37 -35 
10 -27 -22 -23 -23 -31 -29 -27 -26 
20 -21 -17 -16 -16 -22 -20 -21 -19 
30 -15 -10 -11 -10 -19 -17 -15 -16 
40 -11 -8 -8 -9 -17 -15 -13 -14 
 
 
The results presented in Tables. 4.1 and 4.2 suggest FSS screens can tolerate 15 ± 20% 
defects in the elements and still provide an interference attenuation of about 20dB.  
This would provide adequate shielding from external interference to reduce the outage 
probability to the order reported in [5].   
 
Besides, there is also a small shift in the resonant frequency which becomes more 
pronounced as the number of missing elements in the arrays increases. The amount of 
the frequency shift also differs depending on the FSS type, e.g. in the case of the square 
loop arrays, the resonance frequency fr increases by about 2.5% (300 MHz) when 10% 
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of the elements are absent, while 20% absent elements lead to a 4% (450 ± 500) MHz 




Fig. 4.10 Measured transmission responses (S21) of different FSS arrays 
 
As then might be deduced, a large increase, of about 1 GHz (8%), occurs when 30 and 
40% of the elements are absent, as illustrated in Fig. 4.11. In addition to frequency 
drift, the available reflection bandwidth is also affected by element absence.  The 
measured -10 dB width for the complete square loop FSS is about 4 GHz and this is 
reduced by about 2% (50 MHz) and  20% (900 MHz), respectively for 10 and 20% 
missing elements, as shown in Fig. 4.12. Larger  bandwidth reductions of 30% and 
70% are experienced when 30 and 40% of the elements are missing, a situation 
expected to be out of specification for any system and in the case of dipole arrays the 


















Percentage of missing elements %
 Skewed lattice dipoles






Fig. 4.11 Changes in the square loop arrays resonant frequency (fr) vs. the percentage of missing 









































































4.4.2 Clusters of missing elements 
 
The random, non-clustered, absence of 10% and 20% of the elements across the array 
as described in the previous section led to a reduction in the transmission null depths 
by 11 and 16 dB respectively.  The measured transmission responses (S21) for the 
clustered design differ depending on the position of the missing element clusters.  The 
effect of clustering at the array centre is more pronounced, with a 15 and 20 dB 
reduction in the transmission null for the design with P = 10.4 mm when 10 and 20% 
of the elements were absent, as shown in Fig.4.13. 
 
Fig. 4.13 Measured transmission responses (S21) clustered skewed lattice dipole FSS (P=10.4 mm) 
[21] 
 
Larger missing element clusters situated in corners were also investigated in the cases 
of 30 and 40% where nulls of only -6 and -3 dB respectively were observed meaning 
they are unlikely to be of any useful practice. The measured S21 of the skewed lattice 
dipole FSS with larger periodicity (P = 15.4 mm) show similar effects to the                      
(P = 10.4 mm) design in each of the relevant clustering cases.  However, in the                   
P = 15.4 mm design, the random non-clustered absence of 10% and 20% of the 
elements reduces the transmission null depths by 9 and 13 dB respectively compared 
to the full array. The S21 measurements show lower depth of nulls compared with the 
skewed lattice dipole array with smaller periodicity, about 11 dB lower in the case of 
the perfect arrays. The effect of clustering at the array centre, however, is close to the 
























in the transmission null when 10 and 20% of the elements were missing, as shown in 
Fig. 4.14.  This is because the larger periodicity decreases the total number of elements 
within the arrays and reduced the coupling between elements compared with the other 





Fig. 4. 14 Measured transmission responses (S21) clustered skewed lattice dipole FSS with larger 
periodicity (P=15.4 mm) [21] 
 
The random absence of 10% and 20% of the elements across the square lattice dipole 
array, from Fig. 4.4, led to reductions in the transmission null depths by about 8 and    
15 dB respectively. The effect of clustering at the array centre is more pronounced, 
with a 13 and 21 dB reduction in the transmission null depths when 10 and 20% of the 
elements were missing, as shown in Fig. 4.15. 
 
The clustering effect also causes a shift of about 5 ± 10% in the resonance frequency, 
(fr). The impact of clustering at the corners of the arrays is less apparent than clustering 
































TABLE. 4.3 COMPARES THE MEASURED TRANSMISSION RESPONSES OF THE 3 DIFFERENT 
FSS ARRAY TYPES IN THE CASE OF RANDOMLY DISTRIBUTED (MISSING) ELEMENTS AND 






























% Absent elements 











S21 (dB)  
0% -33 -23 -31 
10% (distributed) 
 
-22 -14 -23 
10% at centre 
 
-18 -13 -19 




-17 -9 -16 
20% at centre -14 -9 -13 
20% at corner 
 
-17 -14 -17 
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A similar clustering test was carried on square loop elements arrays and the skewed 
lattice dipole arrays (L =4.5 mm, P = 5.5 mm) resonating at about 30 GHz. The effect 
of clustering on these arrays was similar to the dipole arrays (P = 10.4 and 15.4 mm), 
where the effect is most severe at the centre of the arrays, as illustrated in Figs. 4.16 
and 4.17.  
 
 
Fig. 4.16 Measured transmission responses (S21) square loop FSS arrays 
 






















































The effect of introducing randomly located absent and broken elements discussed in 
the previous section, concluded that errors of less than 20% of the elements could be 
accepted while still achieving a depth of null of -20 dB.  However, it now appears that 
clusters of 10% missing elements at the centre on the array cause the null depth to be 
less than 20 dB.    
 
However, the deleterious effect of clustering is lower than might be expected, 
especially for 20% at the corners of the arrays. This arises because of illumination taper 
of the beams of the transmit and receive antennas used in both the measurements and 
simulations. Simulations agreed with the measured results in the case of randomly 
distributed non-clustered missing elements and also for the case of 10% clusters at the 
centre of the arrays. When the clusters were situated at the corners, the agreement with 
measurement was poor.   The 20% cluster simulations did not match the measurements 
well for any position, and this is thought to be due, at least in part, to the simulated 
illumination profile which differed from the practical case. 
 
4.4.3 Clustering a metal sheet 
 
In a way of trying to understand the uniformity of the illumination profile, a metal 
sheet with the same physical size as the FSS screens was chosen and holes were cut 
equal in size to element clusters of 10 and 20% of the arrays previously discussed.  
The holes were located in the centres and corners of the sheet identically to the missing 
FSS cluster positions. 
 The introduction of those gaps (slots) is expected to alter the S21 response and instead 
of total reflection in the case of perfect metal sheet, there would be some signal 
transmission to go through. The aim was to compare the measured transmission 
responses (S21) of the perfect metal sheet with the 10 and 20% introduced gaps at the 
centres and corners of the metal sheets. As expected the metal sheet provided high 
reflection within the frequency swept band and the measurements gave a rejection 
level of about -35 dB.  The transmission responses for the 10 and 20% clusters at the 
centres, however, do not agree with their counterparts where the clusters were 
introduced at the corners. For example, the 10 and 20% clusters at the centres had 
transmission responses of less than -10 dB in the frequency band of interest, however, 
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their counterparts which were localized at the corner were about -20 dB suggesting 
that there was less than 1% of the signal going through, as illustrated in Fig.4.18. This 
was deemed to be a consequence of illumination beam tapering in the measurement 
and will be investigated in Section 4.5.    
 
 








































 Metal sheet  Metal sheet 10% gap Centre  Metal sheet 10% gap Corner
 Metal sheet 20% gap Centre  Metal sheet 20% gap Corner
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4.5 Illumination  
 
Changes in the illumination profile across an FSS integrated into a wall could be 
significant in a real building environment due to multipath and varied incidence angles, 
meaning the position of missing element clusters may change in importance with time.  
In this section, different approaches were adopted to investigate the influence of the 
illumination profile across the FSS arrays; one by removing randomly 20% of the 
dipole elements described in Fig. 4.1 in four random locations. The locations were 
UDQGRPO\FKRVHQQRWFOXVWHUHGWKURXJKUXQQLQJDFRGHLQ0DWODEIRXUWLPHV, then 
the four FSS arrays were fabricated and measured. The other approach was by focusing 
the beam of the transmitting antenna at different locations of the FSS arrays. Finally, 
the effect of oblique angle of incidence (%? = 0° to 60°) on the transmission responses 




4.5.1 Removing 20% of elements at random locations 
 
75 dipole elements were removed in four totally different scattered locations from the 
skewed lattice dipole arrays in Fig. 4.1.  The transmission nulls of the arrays varied 
between 14 to 20 dB, as shown in Fig. 4.19.  These results support the observation that 
the illumination profile is not totally uniform as found from the clustering study, 
however, the impact is less prominent as the missing elements were not focused 




Fig. 4.19 Measured transmission responses (S21) square loop FSS arrays 
 
4.5.2 Changing the antenna beam position  
 
In all previous measurements the transmitting and receiving antennas were aligned so 
the radiation beam was focused into the centre of the FSS arrays. In this exercise the 
transmitting antenna was positioned so its radiation beam to be focused at either corner 
of the FSS arrays as illustrated in Figs. 4.20 (a) and (b), and keeping the receiving 
antenna aligned to the centre of the arrays from the back. Figs.4.20 show the two 
scenarios of the antenna position with respect to the skewed lattice dipole arrays           





































Fig. 4.20 Transmitter antenna alignment at the (a) un-clustered corner (b) clustered corner 
 
The measured transmission responses of the arrays in both scenarios fluctuated 
depending on the position of the transmitting antenna. Figs. 4.21 (a) and (b) describe 













Fig. 4.21 Measured transmission responses of the skewed lattice dipole arrays (P=10.4 mm) when the 













































The transmission response of the complete (perfect) array was not affected by the 
position of the antenna apart from a very small shift of less than 1% in the resonance 
frequency.  The influence was more pronounced in the case of the arrays with cluster 
of missing elements either at the centres or the corners. In the case where the 
transmitting antenna was aligned at the top-left corner of the arrays, the arrays with 10 
and 20% clusters at the corner had null depths deeper than the 20 dB benchmark,  
however, the arrays with clusters at the centre were much below -20 dB. In contrast, 
when the transmitter was aligned to the top-left corner (centre of the corner gap) the 
transmission responses of the arrays with clusters of missing elements were the 
opposite where the corner clusters had much lower null depths than the clusters at the 
centres, as summarised in Table. 4.4. This experiment was applied on the dipole 
elements arranged in square lattice geometry and the skewed lattice dipole arrays with 
the larger periodicity (P = 15.4 mm) and both gave similar results. This shows the 
transmission responses (null depths) of the FSS panels could be affected by the non-
uniformity in the illumination profile as described in Table.4.4.  
 
 
TABLE. 4.4  SUMMARISES THE MEASURED TRANSMISSION RESPONSES (S21) IN dB OF THE 




















0% -33 -33 
10% at centre -18 -28 
10% at corner -27 -13 
20% at centre -12 -19 






4.5.3 Oblique angle of incidence   
 
The sensitivity of any FSS arrays toward the oblique angle of incident varies depending 
on the elements. It is well-known that dipole elements are more sensitive to oblique 
wave incidence when compared with the dual polarised elements such as crossed 
dipoles, square and ring loop arrays and convoluted elements which have greater 
stability toward oblique angle of incidence [22]±[25]. However, with the presence of 
errors in the arrays, the impact of oblique angle of incidence could be significant for 
the null depths.  
 
For that reason, the square loop arrays with 10 and 20% of the elements randomly 
absent were chosen and their transmission responses were measured with angles of 
incidence (%?) varied between 0° ± 60°   and compared with the transmission responses 
of the perfect square loop FSS, as described in Fig. 4.22.  As mentioned earlier, the 
absence (not clustered) of up to 20% of elements in square loop arrays when they are 
distributed randomly was tolerable while still achieving the benchmark isolation level 
of about 20 dB.  
 
The null depths of the perfect arrays seem to be much more resilient in comparison 
with the defective arrays. The null depths of the perfect arrays seem to be much more 
resilient in comparison with the defective arrays, while their null depths are more 
affected especially in the case of the arrays with 20% missing elements as the angle of 
incidence increases.  In a building environment, normal signal incidence could be a 
very difficult scenario due to reflections and, multipath that the signal would endure, 
however, it seems that the FSS arrays with errors of about 10 ± 15%, randomly 









Fig. 4. 22 Influence of oblique angle of incidence on the measured transmission responses of square 
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As an indication of the improvement in wireless coverage that might be obtained 
through the use of FSS in buildings, suppressing the external interference by 15 dB 
can reduce the outage probability in mobile communications by more than a factor of 
20 [5].  Furthermore, in square law propagation conditions a 10 dB attenuation of the 
co-channel interference level shortens the co-channel separation required, and 
therefore the cell size, by a factor of about three. The results presented here 
demonstrate that meeting such performance requirements should be readily achievable 
using manufacturing methods that do not meet the quality standards demanded for 
applications such as, for example, might be found in multiband satellite 
communication systems. 
 
The effect of introducing randomly located absent and broken elements allows us to 
conclude that about 15 ± 20% defects in the arrays could be accepted while still 
achieving a depth null of -20 dB [19], [20]. This would provide adequate shielding from 
external interference to reduce the outage probability to the order reported in [4], [5].  
The amount of defects in the arrays depends of the type of the FSS panels and 
periodicity as square loop arrays null depths for example indicated greater resistance 
toward defects compared with a dipole element array arranged in square and skewed 
lattice geometries. However, in the absence of strong clustering, which in the extreme 
case would imply an aperture in the array, it appears that clusters of 10% missing 
elements at the centre on the array cause the null depth to be less than 20 dB [21]. 
Nevertheless, the deleterious effect of clustering is lower than might be expected, 
especially for 20% at the corners of the arrays, this is a consequence of illumination 
tapering in the measurements. Simulations agreed with the measured results in the case 
of randomly distributed non-clustered missing elements and also for the case of 10% 
clusters at the centre of the arrays. When the clusters were situated at the corners, the 





The 20% cluster simulations did not match the measurements well for any position, 
and this is thought to be due, at least in part, to the simulated illumination profile which 
differed from the practical case. Larger missing element clusters situated in corners 
were also investigated for the skewed lattice with P =10.4 mm and in the cases of 30 
and 40% it was found that the nulls of only -6 and -3 dB respectively meaning they are 
unlikely to be of use. In the extreme illumination profile dis-uniformity across an FSS 
wall, only 10% distributed error could be tolerated, as the arrays with clusters of 
missing elements resulted in unpredictable null depths depending on the position of the 
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CHAPTER 5: INKJET PRINTING OF SOLID AND 






The wide spread of wireless technologies in recent years, together with the era of 
Internet of Things, particularly in the built environment, has increased concerns for 
information security, as well as for the quality of communication arising from adjacent 
sources of interference, as many of the wireless technology bands have become 
congested. Various means of improving indoor communication have been considered, 
such as frequency reuse by reducing the size of the wireless cells. A relatively new 
approach is to modify the electromagnetic structure of buildings, turning them into 
smart buildings. Frequency selective panels have been proposed in order to improve 
the signal  to interference ratio and also to mitigate the issue of user privacy [1]±[3].    
 
Inkjet printing of FSS on a range of different substrates such as paper based, textile, 
glass and polyethylene naphthalate (PEN), with electromagnetic performances similar 
to those of  the chemically etched equivalents have recently been reported [4]±[6]. 
Since the technology is an additive, mask free printing method, where conducting 
tracks of metal nanoparticle based inks can be deposited on demand, it is a potentially 
lower-cost fabrication technique than subtractive wet etching methods, with 
potentially lower material wastage, whilst being compatible with a wide range of 
cheap and environmentally friendly materials including paper, glass and leather        
[7]±[10]. Inkjet printing technology has also a potential advantage over chemical 
etching as newer technologies are capable of producing very fine pico-litre and femto-
litre sized droplets, enabling the deposition of sub 0.1 mm lines which in turn can 




Minimization of the amount of ink used is desirable in reducing both cost and 
environmental impact; however there remains a major challenge in overcoming the 
greater risk of defects in the printed elements which in turn would affect the 
performance of the FSS [11], [12]. Such defects are typically elements with high 
electrical resistance which are equivalent to absent elements, or with total 
discontinuities in the conducting path as was described in Chapter 4 and in [13], [14]. 
The level of -20 dB isolation (null depth) has also been chosen in this chapter as a 
benchmark level [14].   
 
The aims of this chapter are to manufacture frequency selective panels at low-cost, 
using the minimum amount of deposited ink on paper based substrates, whilst offering 
acceptable transmission performance. Trials of FSS panels were made with the 
purpose of optimising the manufacturing process in order to achieve the best 
performance with the least amount of deposited ink and sintering time. The trials 
involved examining two paper substrates engineered for inkjet printing, different 
sintering techniques such as thermal, plasma, and photonic with different sintering 
time periods. Furthermore, the elements were also printed with different drop-spacing, 
and number of deposited ink layers.  
 
Trials were also made of elements in which conductors were deposited only at the 
dipole edges (frame elements), where the induced surface currents were likely to be 
maximum, thereby making savings in ink, and yet still achieving the benchmark 
isolation level of reflection of -20 dB [13], [14]. Furthermore, the deposition of an 
extra ink layer in the form of a frame dipole superimposed upon a solid dipole was 
also investigated, and compared in terms of ink savings and isolation level with a solid 
dipole fabricated with the two layers of deposited ink. An element resistance study of 
all FSS designs is also reported here in order to quantify the relation between the level 







5.2 FSS design and manufacturing parameters 
 
The FSS design of linear dipole elements arranged in a skewed lattice geometry, 
presented in Section 4.2.1 [14], [15] was chosen in order to evaluate the performance 
of the inkjet printed panels with their chemically etched counterparts that were etched 
on a copper clad polyester substrate of thickness 0.045 mm with relative permittivity 
of  Ԗ୰ ؆  ?Ǥ ? and loss tangentɁ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? and metal thickness of 0.01mm .  
 
A Dimatix DMP-2800 inkjet printer was used in this study using a disposable piezo 
"ink jet" cartridge. For the purpose of this study, the cartridge temperature was varied 
in order to optimize the jetting conditions. The platen was kept at room temperature 
[16]. The printer contained a 10 pl cartridge (DMC-11610) with the cartridge 
temperature adjusted between 30 ± 45 °C.  
 
The elements were printed using the SunTronic silver nanoparticle ink which was 
supplied from Sigma-Aldrich (SunTronic U5603 from Sun Chemicals) [17]. The 
arrays were printed on two paper class substrates, PEL Nano-P60 paper (PEL paper) 
having an inorganic micro-porous receiving layer, and also transfer paper                
(tattoo paper), having a polymeric receiving layer [18]. The transfer papers were 
chosen due to their ability of being transferred into walls, or onto substrates that are 
problematic to print on because of their surface properties or overall dimensions.  The 





Fig. 5.1 Inkjet printed dipole elements FSS on PEL substrate 
 
The printed samples were treated using different sintering techniques, in addition other 
printing parameters such as dot spacing, which is defined as the distance between two 
consecutive droplets, and multiple number of deposited ink layers [19]±[21], were also 
considered in order to achieve the best conductivity possible, and hence maximise the 
reflectivity of the FSS arrays. 
 
5.2.1 Thermal sintering  
 
The silver nano-particle ink FSS arrays printed on transfer and PEL papers were 
thermally sintered with the temperature and sintering time varied [22]. A sintering 
time of 30 minutes at 135 °C was found to be the optimal sintering time [23], and 
therefore was the only sintering time adopted in the work on transfer paper. However, 
there were no such investigations carried on the PEL up to the time of this study.  
 
Four FSS panels similar to the arrays in Fig. 5.1, were made with two different dot 
spacing of 15 and 20 µm on each of the two substrates, and were treated at a sintering 
temperature of 135 °C for 30 minutes. Fig. 5.2 illustrates the transmission responses 






Fig. 5.2 Measured transmission responses (at normal incidence) of inkjet printed FSS arrays with 
different dot-spacing on tattoo and PEL papers 
 
 
The transmission response of the FSS arrays printed on tattoo paper with 15 µm dot 
spacing achieved the benchmark isolation level of 20 dB, however, the 20 µm dot 
spacing arrays gave an isolation level of about 8 dB, this is due to high resistance of 
WKHHOHPHQWVZKLFKZDVRQDYHUDJHDVKLJKDVFRPSDUHGZLWKRQO\LQ
the case of the 15 µm dot spacing arrays. It was also noticed that the 20 µm dot spacing 
arrays had 38% of the elements that were non-conductive, in part because some of the 
elements suffered from cracks.  On the other hand, the samples printed on the PEL 
paper gave better reflection levels of -17 and -20 dB, and the average point ± to ± point 
UHVLVWDQFHZDVDQGIRUWKHDQG µm dot spacing arrays respectively. As 
illustrated in Fig. 5.2, the arrays printed on PEL gave better isolation levels than the 
ones printed on tattoo paper and had better line definitions. There was also a small 
shift in the resonant frequency of about 5.8% for the 15 µm dot spacing on tattoo paper 



























Furthermore, it was necessary to consider different sintering times and temperatures 
in order to achieve the optimum isolation levels with the minimum sintering time. To 
do this, three more FSS arrays were made on PEL paper, two of which were sintered 
at 135 °C for 45 and 60 minutes and one was sintered at 150 °C for 30 minutes. It was 
found that the sample that was sintered at 150 °C for 30 minutes led to the deepest 
transmission null of -24 dB. On the contrary, the null depths of the samples sintered 
at a sintering temperature of 135 °C increased as the sintering time increased from 30 
to 60 minutes with null depths of 17, 20 and 22 dB, as shown in Fig. 5.3. However, 
prolonging of the sintering time is considered to be undesirable and it is more 
beneficial to increase the sintering temperature in order to reduce the fabrication 
process time leading to more economical production.    
 
 
 Fig. 5.3 Measured transmission responses of inkjet printed FSS arrays with different sintering time 




To assess the electrical properties of the nanoparticle silver ink on the PEL paper, sheet 
resistances of samples printed with a drop-spacing of 15, 20, and 25 µm, printed on 
both substrates, for thermal sintering for 30 minutes were investigated [22]. The sheet 
resistance measurements were conducted using a 4 ± point probe at the (OMIC), 
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sheet resistance compared with their equivalents which were printed on tattoo papers, 
as shown in Fig. 5.4. Generally, the decrease of the dot separation leads to more ink 
deposited in the required area thus increasing the width and height of the printed 
elements. This will be discussed in further detail in Section 5.5. Therefore, the sheet 





Fig. 5. 4 Measured sheet resistances of inkjet printed elements with 15, 20 and 25 µm dot-spacing on 
tattoo and PEL papers [22]  
 
 
 The sheet resistance values of the samples printed on PEL paper were considerably 
lower at 15 and 20 µm dot spacing compared with the case of tattoo paper. That is due 
to the difference in the thermo-mechanical stability of the ink receiving layers of the 
two substrates, and the slightly higher sintering temperature for the PEL samples. The 
sheet resistance of the printed samples on tattoo paper, however, suffered from 
macroscopic cracks due to the softening and wrinkling of the polymeric receiving 
layer at longer sintering times and higher temperatures, such as reported in [10]. The 
silica based ink receiving layer of the PEL paper is more robust in terms of the thermal 

































5.2.2 Plasma and photonic sintering of FSS arrays 
 
Other sintering treatments were observed such as low pressure argon plasma and 
intense pulsed light, IPL, sintering techniques [26] by our collaborators in the OMIC, 
University of Manchester . The low temperature plasma sintering was performed using 
a low pressure argon plasma instrument from Diener Electronic, Germany. The 
sintering experiments were performed after purging the chamber first with nitrogen 
and then with the processing gas argon. The FSS panels were sintered in the chamber 
operating of power of 300 W and a processing pressure of 0.4 mbar with argon as 
processing gas. The other technique used was the flash photonic or IPL sintering, 
which in comparison with the conventional oven sintering, heats the inkjet printed 
elements by the absorption of visible light to achieve the sintering temperature 
required.  The flash lamp system used was from Sinteron 2000, Xenon Corp., USA 
which was mounted above a substrate holder that could be moved underneath the 
lamp. Fig. 5.5 illustrates the transmission responses of the inkjet printed FSS arrays 




Fig. 5.5 Measured transmission responses of inkjet printed FSS arrays on tattoo and PEL papers with 
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99 
 
The plasma sintering of the printed FSS sample, with 20 µm dot spacing, on the 
transferred tattoo paper encountered severe cracks which resulted in highly resistive 
and non-conductive elements; leading to the FSS panel to be transparent, Fig. 5.6 gives 
a picture of the macroscopic cracks that the printed elements suffered on the 








(b)                                              (c) 
Fig. 5.6 Microscopic images of printed elements on transfer paper (a) and (b), (c) on PEL Paper [22]  
 
The deposition of an extra ink layer did not improve the conductivity of the elements 
on transfer paper as was predicted. The magnitude of cracking was correlated to the 
amount of deposited material, with FSS elements comprising 2 layers of deposited ink 
showing more cracks than the arrays with single ink layer, however, pre-drying at    
100 °C for 5 minutes minimized cracking defects. It was found that the excessive 
evaporation of the solvents was the main reason for the occurring defects. In contrast, 
the arrays printed on PEL paper showed fewer defects and achieved the benchmark 
isolation level of 20 dB for single and double ink layers. Furthermore, the FSS panels 
printed on PEL paper and treated with photonic sintering also achieved a similar 
performance to their equivalent plasma sintered samples. In addition, the arrays 
printed on transfer paper again showed cracks but they were less than the arrays treated 




Fig. 5.7 describes the sheet resistance obtained with plasma sintering on PEL papers 
with different dot spacing where the printed samples were pre-dried at 100 °C for 5 
minutes.  Moreover, additional substrate heating by pre-heating the substrate holder 
of the plasma chamber to 100 °C, led to the sheet resistances improving by one order 
of magnitude after 5 minutes without causing any damage to the printed patterns or 
the substrate. On the other hand, the non-dried (wet) printed patterns only showed 




Fig. 5.7 Measured sheet resistances of inkjet printed patterns with 15, 20 and 25µm dot-spacing on 
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5.3 Inkjet printing of FSS panels on PEL paper 
 
 As was demonstrated in the previous section, elements printed on PEL paper with a 
droplet dot- spacing of 15µm JDYHWKHEHVWOLQHFRQWLQXLW\DQGKHQFHEHVWHOHPHQWV¶
conductivities. Thermal sintering at 150 °C for 30 minutes proved to achieve better 
conductivity and less cracking compared to the transfer paper, and therefore was 
chosen as a substrate for the FSS inkjet printed arrays. 
 
5.3.1 Inkjet printing of solid dipole elements 
 
The FSS elements were jetted with 1, 2 and 3 layers to study isolation performance. 
The performances of similar FSS manufactured using a conventional copper etch 
process were used as benchmarks in this comparative study.  
The transmission responses of the inkjet printed FSS using 1, 2 and 3 layers of 
deposited ink are compared with the copper etched counterpart are shown in Fig. 5.8. 
The three inkjet printed FSS all had reflection resonances at 12.6 GHz and nulls deeper 
than the required -20 dB level, with depths of  -24, -25, and -28 dB respectively. It 
was found that the null depth increased with increasing the deposited ink layers as a 
result of higher element conductivities. 
 
Fig. 5. 8 Measured transmission responses of the copper etched and 1, 2, 3 layer inkjet printed FSS 
panels [27]. 
 

















Solid  copper etched
Solid  1- layer 




The displacement in frequency of the transmission nulls between the copper etched on 
Mylar (0.045 mm thick) and inkjet printed FSS on PEL (0.2 mm thick) was about       
1.9 GHz. The effect of substrate thickness ( ?Ǥ ? ? ? ՜  ?Ǥ ?mm), permittivity   Ԗ୰ሺ ?Ǥ ? ՜  ?ሻ, dipole width, conductor thickness and conductor conductivity have 
EHHQ LQYHVWLJDWHG XVLQJ &67 0LFURZDYH 6WXGLR &67 0:6 $V VKRZQ LQ     
Figs. 5.9 (a) and (b), the substrate thickness was found to dominate the null frequency 
shift with a displacement corresponding to 88% of the 1.9 GHz change in null 
frequency, while the permittivity alone gave a 6% change. If the trends in the two 
diagrams are regarded as linear, the resonant frequency was found to have approximate 
sensitivities of 9.0 GHz/mm and 0.2 GHz for a change of 1.0 in Ԗ୰respectively, for 
substrate height and permittivity. The other parameters combined caused only a further 
6% change in the null frequency.  
 
(a) Substrate thickness vs. Resonant frequency (߳௥ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?ሻ 
 
(b) Substrate Permittivity vs. Resonant frequency (substrate thickness =0.2 mm) 
Fig. 5.9 Effect of various substrate (a) thickness, and (b) permittivity, on the array resonant 






































5.3.2 Frame dipole elements 
 
It is well known that high frequency induced surface currents tend to concentrate 
toward the edges of strip conductors. Consequently, in order to reduce the quantity of 
ink required while providing thicker conductors where current flow is high, the precise 
features that can be achieved by inkjet printing were utilized to produce frame dipoles, 
where conductors are  deposited only at the edges as shown in Figs. 5.10 [28].  These 
elements were considered to be potentially useful in as much as they would reduce the 
quantity of ink required in manufacture,  and hence the total overall cost. 
 
 
(a) Solid dipoles  
 
 (b) Frame dipoles  





The frame elements were arranged in a skewed lattice geometry, and they have the 
same design parameters (length, periodicity, width, physical size) as the corresponding 




Fig. 5.11 Inkjet printed FSS: frame dipoles 
 
 
The measured transmission responses were similar to those of their solid counterparts 
with depth of nulls of -20, -23 and -28 dB for 1, 2 and 3 layers of the deposited ink 
respectively. For comparison, the equivalent for the 1 layer solid dipole was -24 dB, 
as shown in Fig. 5.12. The depth for the 2-layer frame dipole array was about the same 






Fig. 5.12 Measured transmission responses: inkjet printed Solid and Frame dipole FSS [27]  
 
In order to evaluate the performance of the frame dipoles by comparing them with 
their copper etched counterparts, the elements were redesigned, with the solid dipole 
width w = 1 mm and the frames with widths (FW) of 0.15 and 0.2 mm. This was to 
meet the requirements of our copper etching facilities, where the minimum dimensions 
that could be etched are of about 0.1 mm. Fig. 5.13 shows the measured transmission 
responses of the copper clad etched FSS of 1 mm width solid dipole arrays and the 0.2 
and 0.15 mm frame arrays.  
 
Fig. 5.13 Measured transmission responses: copper clad etched Solid and Frame dipole FSS [28]  










































The resonant frequency of the 1 mm solid dipoles was 14.86 GHz, about 3% higher 
than the resonance of the 0.4 mm solid dipole arrays. The resonant frequency of the 
frame dipole FSS is less than the 1 mm solid dipole FSS by about 300 and 450MHz 
(2 and 3%) for frame widths of 0.2 and 0.15 mm respectively. The difference in the 
resonance frequency correlates to the difference in the conductor width between the 
dipole width and frame width. The null depths of the frame elements degraded by 
about 5dB compared with solid dipoles, however, the chemically etched frame dipole 
FSS provided nulls much deeper than the -20 dB benchmark.  
 
The 1 mm solid dipoles were inkjet printed with 1 and 2 deposited ink layers. The 
measured S21 shows the isolation level achieved with the single layer arrays was about 
-24 dB, and the addition of the second ink layer improved the reflectivity of the arrays 




Fig. 5.14 Measured transmission responses of the inkjet fabricated solid dipole FSS arrays with: 1 
and 2 deposited ink layers 
 
 




















The single-layer inkjet printed 0.15 and 0.2 mm frame arrays showed a reduction of 
about 3 ± 4 dB in the depth, compared with the 1- layer printed solid dipole FSS, 
whereas, for the 2- layer 0.15 mm frames it increased by about 4dB, as illustrated in 
Fig. 5.15.  This improvement in the response of the FSS was obtained whilst achieving 
a roughly 50% saving in ink usage when comparing the printed single layer 0.15 mm 
frame dipole FSS with the solid dipoles.   
 
 
Fig. 5.15 Measured transmission responses of the inkjet fabricated solid and frame FSS arrays with: 
1 and 2 deposited ink layers 
 
These results are very encouraging and reflect one of the major advantages of inkjet 
printing as a fabrication tool. There was also a small reduction in the resonance 
frequency, similar to the etched counterparts, of about 3.7% in the case of the single 
layer 0.15 mm frame width compared with the solid dipole. This is linked to the lower 
quantity of conductor, which led to a slightly higher dipole resistance. An element 
resistance study of the inkjet printed FSS is discussed in Section 5.6. 
 
 






















5.3.3 Superimposed solid dipole elements 
 
The strategy of depositing ink where the maximum current is likely to flow produces 
FSS with a response similar to that in the case of printing the whole element. This 
opens up the possibility whereby a hybrid approach combining features of a solid and 
frame dipole can achieve further improvements in performance. Initially a single layer 
of solid elements of 1 mm width was deposited followed by frame dipoles of frame 
widths of 0.15 mm added on top. Fig. 5.16 explains the procedures of printing the 













(c) Solid +frame  
Fig. 5.16 The fabrication sequence of superimposed dipole FSS arrays 
 
The measured and simulated transmission responses of the superimposed dipole 
panels are compared with the transmission responses of the single layer 1mm solid 
and 0.15 mm frame FSS arrays in Figs. 5.17 (a) and (b). Adding the frame layer over 
the pre-deposited solid dipoles improved the isolation by over 5 dB compared with the 
1-layer solid dipoles alone. The improvement was 7 dB compared with the 1-layer 
0.15mm frame FSS. This was achieved with an approximately 25% concomitant 
saving in ink over the 2 - layer solid dipole, while achieving the same level of isolation 






(a)  Measured S21 (dB)  
 
(b)  Simulated S21 (dB)  
Fig. 5.17 Transmission responses S21 of: 1-layer solid dipoles, 1-layer frame dipoles are compared 
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5.4 Printing defects 
 
 
During the printing process some imperfections in the edge definitions and also defects 
in the elements were observed as shown in Fig. 5.18 and Fig. 5.19. The edge of the 
dipole element in Fig. 5.18 (a) has some discontinuities generated during the 
deposition of the first layer of the ink. These discontinuities were infilled by the 
addition of the second layer, resulting in more well-defined edges, as shown in          
Fig. 5.18 (b).  
 
Defects such as horizontal cuts and non-linearity in the vertical edges depicted in     
Fig. 5.19 (a) were observed in very few of the 0.2 mm frame dipole elements. The 
horizontal cuts are caused by total or partial blockage of the printing nozzles, which 
results in separation in the dipole shapes, influencing the FSS performance at the 
frequency of operation, particularly if those defects are more than 20% of the total 
number of elements, as reported in [14].   
 
The non-linear outlines of the vertical edges are more apparent in the frame dipoles, 
as they are thinner than the solid dipoles. Such phenomena could increase the element 
electrical resistance leading to reduction in the FSS reflectivity, which might lead to a 
transmission response level (S21) less than the benchmark of -20 dB. However, this 
issue could also be resolved by the addition of a second ink layer as shown in              
Fig. 5.19 (b). 
 
 
(a) 1-layer                                               (b) 2-layer  
  
Fig. 5.18 1mm inkjet printed solid dipole FSS (a) 1-layer of deposited ink (b) 2-layer of deposited     
















Further errors were observed during the production of the printed FSS solid dipole 
elements, expected to be caused by full or partial blockage in the printing nozzles, as 
shown in Fig. 5.20. Some of those errors led to the dipoles being divided into 2 or more 
elements, as a result of either horizontal or vertical cuts [29]. Figs. 5.20 (b) and (d) 
show the effect of a spurious line generated by ink spray resulting from a partially 




                 (a)                                             (b)  
 
                 (c)                                             (d)  
Fig. 5.20 Defective dipole elements: (a) dipole with a slot, (b) dipole with two sprayed edge lines,     
(c) dipole with Horizontal gaps and (d) misaligned dipole with horizontal gaps [29]. 
 
The defective dipoles observed were modelled in CST Microwave Studio® and in order 
to simplify the simulation, periodic boundaries were used so that all elements suffered 
the same defect.  This represents a worst case scenario, unlike the study of defects 
presented in Chapter 4.   Dipoles with 9.4mm length, 1mm width were arranged in a 
square lattice geometry with a periodicity of 10.4 mm. Fig. 5.21 shows some of the 









     (a) Dipole with 0.1mm horizontal gaps 
 
(b) Dipole with 0.2mm horizontal gap and misallignment 
 
 
(c) Dipole with dots caused by edge spray  
 
(d) Dipole with two edge lines caused by spray 
 
(e) Dipole with a slot (slot width varies from 0.1 to 0.7mm) 
 
     (f) Dipole with horizontal gap; (gap width 0.01 to 0.8 mm) 
 
 
     (g) Dipole with vertical gap; (gap width 0.005 to 1 mm)  
Fig. 5.21  Modelled dipole FSS printing errors [29]  
 
The simulated resonance frequency (fr) of the perfect dipole FSS array was about     
11.42 GHz. The introduction of the horizontal gaps of widths of 0.1, and 0.2 mm shown 
in Figs. 5.21 (a) and (b), which may result from a blocked nozzle, results in increasing 






(a) Resonance frequency vs. Slot width  
 
(b) Resonance frequency vs. horizontal gap width 
 
(c) Resonance frequency vs. vertical gap width  































































Vertical gap width (mm)
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Defects described in Figs. 5.21 (c) and (d) represent the ink spray effect as a result of 
partially blocked nozzles. The two narrow edge lines (0.1 mm) and the dots (50µm) 
around the dipoles caused a modelled decrease in resonant frequency of 350 and 550 
MHz (3-5%) respectively.  This is a consequence of the capacitive loading that was 
produced by those lines. Fig. 5.22 (a) shows the effect of having a slot in the elements 
as depicted in Fig. 5.20 (a) and Fig. 5.21 (e).  The slot width was varied from 0.1 ± 0.7 
mm.  
 
The impact of the horizontal and vertical gaps, depicted in Figs. 5.21 (f) and (g), is 
shown in Figs. 5.22 (b) and (c), respectively. The width of the introduced horizontal 
gap was varied from 0.01 to 0.8 mm, where the vertical gap from 0.005 to 1 mm. 
 
Simulation results show that the vertical gaps have, as might be expected, a greater 
impact on the resonance frequency than horizontal gaps and enclosed horizontal slots 
within the dipoles. A tiny vertical gap of about 0.005mm in the dipole centres led to an 
increase in frequency of about (78%) 9 GHz (Fig. 5.22 (c)) compared with less than 
400MHz (3.5%) in the cases of horizontal gaps and enclosed horizontal slots ± the 
current distribution was seriously affected, as to be expected. However, all of the errors 
presented could have a severe impact on highly convoluted elements as the two 
dimensional nature of these designs, such as in Chapter 6, means that horizontal defects 
















5.5 Dimensions of the inkjet printed panels  
 
 
It was noticed that the inkjet printed solid and frame FSS elements were slightly wider 
than the equivalent chemically etched FSS elements owing to drop spreading on the 
paper substrate, but there was little difference in the length as summarized in          
Table. 5.1. The size of the distance between the adjacent droplets influences the width 
of the printed elements, with element width increasing for decreased drop spacing. 
Additionally, the deposition of multiple layers also increases the dipole width due to 
the extra amount of jetted ink spreading on the supporting substrate, as illustrated in 
Fig. 5.23. The shape of the printed elements was a coffee ring shape, similar to the 






Fig. 5.23 Effects of different drop spacing and multiple layer deposition on the width and height of the 





















1- layer, DS =20
µm
2- layer, DS =20
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3- layer, DS =20
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1- layer, DS =15
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The increase in the width of the element is more noticeable for the frame dipole 
elements, as they are more sensitive to the droplet spreading effect, as the droplets 
would spread on ERWKVLGHVRIWKHIUDPH¶VDUPV In the case of the solid dipole elements 
the spreading was proportionally less significant as droplets will be overlapping with 
the adjacent ink droplets. Furthermore it was noticed that the ink spreading is 
inhomogeneous in both frame arms. Fig. 5.24 shows a micrographic of one frame 
dipole element where the upper and lower arms of the frame had widths of 121, and 
143 µm respectively.  Similarly, additional deposited ink layers also tend to increase 
























TABLE. 5. 1 INKJET PRINTED FSS:  DIFFERENCE IN WIDTH AND LENGTH COMPARED WITH THE 













1 0.118 68.5 9.41 0.1 
2 0.121 72.8 9.43 0.3 
3 0.155 121 9.45 0.5 
 
0.4   (S) 
1 0.41 2.5 9.38 -0.2 
2 0.46 15 9.42 0.2 
3 0.53 32 9.44 0.4 
1      (S) 1 1.05 5 9.41 0.1 
2 1.188 18.8 9.41 0.1 
0.2   (F) 1 0.27 35 9.39 -0.1 
2 0.32 60 9.4 0 
0.15 (F) 1 0.21 40 9.41 0.1 
2 0.25 66.6 9.43 0.3 
1 (S) +0.15(F) 1+1 1.077 7.7 9.42 0.2 














5.6 Resistance study  
 
 
This section investigates the dc point-to-point resistance of the 15 FSS samples 
considered in Section 5.3 (solid, frame, and superimposed dipoles), and later the FSS 
samples from Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 that were treated with different sintering 
techniques. The resistance measurements were carried out using a digital multi-meter 
measuring every individual element of the 374 elements in each of the FSS arrays. 
Figs. 5.25 (a) and (b) compare the transmission responses S21, and overall average 
resistance values in Ohms for the 0.4 mm solid and 70 µm frame dipole FSS 
respectively.  
 
The depth of the transmission null increases as the number of the deposited ink layers 
increases for the frame and solid dipole FSS, and the resistance values decrease 
accordingly, as shown in Figs. 5.25  (a) and (b) respectively. The null depth of the      
2-layer frame dipole improved from the minimum acceptable level of -20 dB of the   
1-layer frame to -23 dB, which is exactly the response of the 1-layer solid dipole while 
still saving in ink.   In addition, the deposition of the 70 µm frame on top of the 1-layer 
solid dipoles has improved the S21 response by about 3 dB.  
  
The 2nd deposited layer of ink has reduced the total average resistance of the frame 
GLSROH)66E\IURPWRDQGE\DERXWLQ the case of the solid dipoles. 
This reflects the improvement in the null depth as shown in Fig. 5.25 (a). The total 
average resistance of the solid + frame FSS is also less than the total average resistance 
of the 1-OD\HUVROLGGLSROHVE\ 
 
Figs. 5.26 (a) and (b) compare the transmission nulls and total average resistances of 
the FSS with wider elements: the 1 mm solid and 0.15 and 0.2 mm frame dipoles. The 
impact of depositing more layers has the same positive effect on the depth of nulls and 
reduces the average total resistance of the arrays, as in the above case of the          0.4 
mm solid and 70 µm frame dipole FSS. However, overall average resistances of the 
1mm solid, 0.15 and 0.2 mm frames are less than their 0.4 mm solid and 70 µm 
120 
 







(a) Comparison of transmission null depths S21 
 
(b) Comparison of resistance values 
 
Fig. 5.25 Measured transmission responses (a) and resistance values (b) of the 0.4mm solid and 




































































(a) Comparison of transmission null depths S21 
 
(b) Comparison of resistance values 
 
Fig. 5. 26 Measured transmission responses (a) and resistance values (b) of the 1mm solid and 0.15 






































































This improvement in the conductivity of the elements also results in deeper nulls in 
comparison with the 0.4 mm width FSS. The measured resistance values are 















solid 0.4  - -   4.3 0.5 
solid 0.4  solid 0.4   3.1 0.8 
frame 0.070  - -   13.5 2 
frame 0.07  frame 0.07   7.5 1.9 
solid 0.4  frame 0.07   3.2 0.5 
solid 1  - -   4 0.6 
solid 1  solid 1   0.9 0.13 
frame 0.15  - -   8.2 1.3 
frame 0.15  frame 0.15   3.1 0.5 
frame 0.2  - -   6.3 1 
frame 0.2  frame 0.2   2.5 0.6 
solid 1  frame 0.15   1.9 0.3 
solid 1  frame 0.2   1.1 0.3 
 
FSS DUUD\VZLWKKLJKHUDYHUDJHUHVLVWDQFHWKDQGLGQRWDFKLHYHWKHUHTXLUHG
transmission response, as illustrated in Fig. 5.27. The transmission response falls 
below the 20 dB isolation level as the resistance increases beyond .  The arrays 
presented in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 that were printed on transfer paper had high 
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average resistances except the FSS arrays that were made with 15 µm drop spacing. It 
was found that those arrays suffered from severe discontinuities and cracks. Some 
were completely nonconductive, especially those that were sintered with IPL due to 
the damage that occurred to the transfer paper substrate, as was described in           
Section 5.2.2. Table. 5.3 summarises the dc point -to-point  resistances and the amount 
of printing errors of the FSS panels presented in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 with their S21 
performances. The FSS panel printed on transfer paper and sintered with IPL, had an 
average resistance of about 36 . However, it had an S21 of about -1 dB in comparison 
to -8 dB in the case of the arrays that were sintered thermally with average resistance 
of 42 . That was due to the difference in the amount of defects which was 90% and 
38%, respectively, as shown in Table. 5.3. The estimated printed FSS screens element 
conductivity was about ൎ 2 to 4% of bulk silver conductivity in the case of single ink 
layer. For instance, the frame dipole elements had an average conductivity of 2% of 




























TABLE. 5. 3 SUMMARY OF THE MEASURED RESISTANCES OF THE FSS PANELS FROM 



















Tattoo  25 1 -1 36 90 41 
Photonics 
(few secs) 
Tattoo 20 1 -10 24 24 22 
Photonics 
(few secs) 
PEL 20 1 -21 11 0 0.9 
Plasma 
(30 mins) 
PEL 20 1 -20 7.7 0.8 1.2 
Plasma 
(30 mins) 
PEL 20 2 -22 5.6 0.3 0.6 
Thermal 
(135 Cƕ, 30 mins) 
Tattoo  20 1 -8 42.2 38 59 
Thermal 
(135 Cƕ, 30 mins) 
Tattoo 15 1 -21 11 0 4 
Thermal 
(135 Cƕ, 30 mins) 
PEL 20 1 -17 16 0 1.1 
Thermal 
(135 Cƕ, 45 mins) 
PEL  20 1 -20 11 0 1.3 
Thermal 
(135 Cƕ, 60 mins) 
PEL 20 1 -22 10 0 0.5 
Thermal 
(150 Cƕ, 30 mins) 





5.7 Conclusion  
 
This chapter investigates factors that contribute to the inkjet manufacture of frequency 
selective surfaces with acceptable levels of performance. Silver nanoparticle inks were 
deposited on environmentally friendly paper substrates, as might be used in improving 
the signal ± to ± interference ratio and user privacy in the built environment. The study 
focused on dipole element configurations. Trials of FSS panels treated with three 
different sintering techniques were made. The principal performance indicator was the 
depth of the null in the array transmission/frequency response ± a measure of the 
isolation obtainable. FSS panels printed on tattoo paper and treated with plasma and 
flash photonic sintering suffered from severe cracking which led to poor levels of 
isolation due to the high number of non-conductive or high resistive elements. 
However, arrays printed on PEL papers proved to provide better quality FSS screens 
with all three sintering techniques mentioned.  
 
Studying the influence of the number of deposited ink layers, together with the ability 
to deposit droplets on demand allowed modification of the array element design in 
ways which reduced the amount of deposited conducting material, whilst still 
achieving the satisfactory benchmark level of isolation of 20 dB. In frame dipoles, the 
ink is deposited only at the edges, where the surface current amplitude is maximimum. 
Such modifications allow savings in ink of about 50% while achieving the required 
level of isolation of 20 dB in, for example, the case of the single layer frame arrays of 
just 70 µm frame width [27]. These are difficult to fabricate with conventional 
subtractive methods. Further modifications to the elements have also been considered, 
where an extra frame layer was superimposed on a layer of solid dipole elements. This 
approach, viable only with inkjet printing, improved the isolation level of the FSS by 
approximately 7 dB relative to that of the 1-layer solid dipole FSS alone. It achieved 
the same level as that of the corresponding 2-layer solid dipole arrays whilst saving 
25% of the ink deposited. 
 
Deposited thin lines are prone to discontinuities, especially in the case of the frame 
elements used for example in thin paper. The effect of such discontinuities were 
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mitigated by the addition of an extra layer of ink, raising the possibility of repairing 
defective elements, which is unlikely to be possible with conventional subtractive 
fabrication techniques.  
 
In addition, the arrays were also assessed in terms of their average dc point ± to ±point 
element resistance and related to the level of isolation obtained; the highest average 
UHVLVWDQFHWRDFFRPSOLVKWKHEHQFKPDUNLVRODWLRQOHYHOZDVWKDWLQWKHFDVHRI
WKHPIUDPHVZKHUHDV WKH ORZHVW UHVLVWDQFHREVHUYHG LQ WKLV VWXG\ZDV
achieving a level of isolation of 31 dB in the case of the 2-layer, 1 mm wide, solid 
arrays.  
 
The theme of this study is continuing, with similar investigations applied to complex 
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CHAPTER 6: INKJET PRINTING OF 






Frequency selective panels can transform conventional buildings into smart building 
by selecting the electromagnetic waves that could pass through walls, depending on 
the frequency of interest. Different FSS designs could be adopted according to the 
desired application ranging from simple dipole arrays, square loops, and ring loops to 
highly convoluted and interwoven elements [1]±[10]. The arrays could be in the form 
of patch elements, which act as band stop filters blocking electromagnetic waves at 
certain frequency bands, or slots of elements acting as band pass filters [11], [12]. 
 
These FSS panels should be economical when integrated into various materials. Inkjet 
printing technology has recently been considered in manufacturing simple frequency 
selective arrays printed on various substrates such as glass, textile, paper based and 
polyethylenenapthenate (PEN), providing very similar characteristics to their copper 
etched equivalents [13]±[17]. FSS frame elements, ink jetted only where surface 
currents were likely to be significant, achieved the benchmark acceptable isolation 
level of 20 dB in the case of stop band FSS panel. [17],[18].   Low-cost manufacturing, 
however, introduces the possibility of encountering some errors in the printed 
elements, which could affect the performance of the FSS panels.  Errors such as broken 
or totally absent elements occurring at random, or in clusters, and their effects on the 




 The aims of this chapter are to manufacture and investigate the performance of inkjet 
printed arrays of convoluted element FSS screens for buildings, with the least amount 
of deposited ink, maximum required conductivity and acceptable performance. Novel 
convoluted square elements (patches and slots) operating at 1 ± 3 GHz were inkjet 
fabricated and compared with their chemically etched counterparts.  
 
The degree of convolution complexity is also considered while designing the 
convoluted elements taking into account the limitations of the printer used, for instance, 
such as the print head mechanical movements. The Dimatix DMP-2800 print head 
moves in continuous rows in a Cartesian coordinate system, meaning one row must be 
completed before proceeding to the next [22],[23]. This could affect the adjacent 
droplet interactions, especially in the case of vertical and diagonal lines, leading to 
some discontinuities in the printed lines. Therefore, the convoluted square elements 
were designed with minimum element convolution while achieving similar figures of 
merit to other previously reported convoluted square elements [9]. In addition, the 
performance of the convoluted square element arrays was compared with equivalents 
such as square loop elements having the same unit-cell area. 
 
This chapter also explores the effects of line definition and width on the performance 
of the FSS arrays by analysing the impact of the shapes of the printed lines, and 
substrate temperature during printing on the element electrical continuity and 
resistance. Two silver nano-particle inks printed on PEL paper substrate were studied 
for their line definitions especially in the case of vertical lines (perpendicular to print 
head direction). Latter sections in this chapter consider the overall average resistance 










6.2 FSS designs 
 
Three FSS designs were chosen: convoluted squares, semi convoluted squares, and 
simple square loops. The FSS arrays were designed with the same periodicity P of      
25 mm, element length of 23 mm and conductor width w of 0.2 mm, as shown in       
Fig. 6.1. The elements were initially chemically etched on copper clad polyester 
substrate with substrate relative permittivity ߳௥ ،  ?Ǥ ? and loss tangentߪ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ?. The 
physical array size was  ? ? ?ൈ  ? ? ?2. Each FSS screen contained a total of 80 
elements arranged in a square lattice geometry.  
 
    
(a)                                                      (b) 
 
(c)  
Fig. 6.1 )66SDQHOV¶GHVLJQVD&RQYROXWHG6TXDUHVEVHPL-convoluted square loops (Maltese 








The transmission responses of the FSS arrays were measured using two log periodic 
antennas swept over a frequency range of 1 ± 5 GHz. The designs were also modelled 
using CST Microwave Studio® (CST MWS®) in order to compare the simulated and 
measured S21 transmission responses. The simulated transmission responses of the 
three FSS arrays are compared with measurements in Fig. 6.2 (a) and (b). The 
simulation results show good agreement with measurements.  
 
(a) Measured S21  
 
(b) Simulated S21 







































6.2.1 Angular stability  
 
It is known that the convolution of FSS elements improves the stability of FSS array 
performance with incident ray angle [24], [25]. Additionally, in a real building 
environment, the electromagnetic illumination uniformity across an FSS integrated 
into a wall could change significantly due to varied angles of incidence, the wall 
curvature, and multipath. For that reason, FSS responses for panels intended for           
in-building applications should have good immunity to oblique ray incidence. Some 
of the issues related to non-uniform electromagnetic illumination and their effect on 
the reflectivity of the FSS screens, especially with the presence of defects were 
discussed in Section 4.5 and [20].  
 
(a) Measured  S21 
 
(b) Simulated S21 
Fig. 6.3 Transmission responses of the convoluted square FSS arrays with oblique angle if incidence: 






































As described in Fig. 6.3, the convoluted squares show good stability to oblique 
angle of incidence, with a small shift in the central resonant frequency of only 
0.4% at 45° (TE) compared to 3.7% at the case of the equivalent simple square 
loops (2.7 ± 2.6 GHz) in case of normal incidence and 45° (TE), which suggests 
the suitability of this design for use in buildings. The effectiveness of the 
convolution process is judged by the figure of merit (Ȝ1/P), which is an indication 
of the separation between the first resonance and the grating response, and by the 
ratio (LȜ1) which is the measure of how efficiently the available conductor is used. 
Table. 6.1 summarises the figures of merit of the convoluted square in comparison 
with the simple square loops, and semi-convoluted squares FSS arrays.  The 
convoluted square FSS arrays achieved a figure of merit (Ȝ1/P) of about 6.5, very 
similar to those of  convoluted square arrays (6.8) and first generation Hilbert FSS 
arrays (5.9) [9]. 
 
 
TABLE. 6.1 SUMMARY FIGURES OF MERIT FOR THE THREE FSS ARRAY ELEMENTS 
 
Element f1 (GHz) P (mm) Unit cell 
area (mm2) 

















2.26 25 625 5.3 1.9 1 
Convoluted 
square 
1.86 25 625 6.5 2.4 1.2 








6.3 Inkjet fabrication of FSS arrays 
 
The three FSS designs were also inkjet printed using a Dimatix DMP-2800 inkjet 
printer [22]. The silver nanoparticle ink (SunTronic U5603 from Sun Chemicals) 
consisting of a 20 wt% dispersion of silver nanoparticles was used on PEL Nano-P60 
paper (PEL paper) which has an inorganic micro-porous receiving layer [26], [27]. 
The FSS screens were printed with drop spacing of 15 µm, and thermally treated in a 
conventional oven at 150° C for 30 minutes, (reported in Chapter 5 to be the optimal 
temperature and sintering time for PEL substrate to achieve the best conductivities). 
The elements were also printed with single and double layers of the deposited silver 
ink and tested for the benchmark isolation level of 20 dB [21]. The results are reported 
in the following sections. 
 
6.3.1 Square loops 
 
Fig. 6.4 compares the transmission responses of the chemically etched and inkjet 
printed simple square screens. The arrays with a single layer of deposited ink produced 
null depths that did not achieve the required benchmark isolation level being only           
-18 dB. This is believed to be caused by a difference in the line width noticed between 
the horizontal and vertical arms of the square loops, as shown in Fig. 6.5. This 
difference was produced by the different drop interaction with the PEL paper 
according to whether the line was produced parallel, or perpendicular to the print head 
direction.   
The difference in the line width between the vertical and horizontal arms of the square 
elements is shown in Fig. 6.5. The horizontal lines seem to be more uniform with 
average line width of 316 µm, however, the vertical lines suffered from systematic 









Fig. 6.5 Microscopic image of the single layer inkjet printed square loops line definitions 
 
It is well known that in many inkjet printers, such as the Diamtix inkjet, the print head 
moves unidirectionally, in a 2 D Cartesian coordinate system. The print head advances 
from left to right along the first horizontal row (y1), before shifting to the next row (y2) 
and repeating the same procedure [23]. This would allow the droplets in the vertical 
lines to dry and the solvents to evaporate before the droplet in the next row is 
















Copper etched Ink - 1 layer









[28]±[30]. As a consequence, much narrower nodes within the printed tracks will be 
formed, which affects the electrical conductivity of the lines.  
The number of bulges per printed line is inversely proportional to the drop spacing, 
(i.e. the smaller the drop spacing the greater the number of bulges within a line [30]). 
This issue is not frequent in the horizontal lines due to the larger number of 
overlapping adjacent ink droplets deposited consecutively within one printed row.  
As shown in Fig. 6.5, the average widths of the bulges and the narrow nodes are 290, 
and 240 µm, respectively; that is about 26 and 76 µm thinner than the horizontal lines. 
It was also found that the bulges were repeated on average every 236 µm over the 15 
bulges that were observed. This issue was also observed in the case of the FSS arrays 
with 2 layers of deposited ink. The average horizontal line width was 412 µm and the 
vertical line maximum and minimum average widths were 370 and 277 µm, as shown 
in Fig. 6.6.  
The addition of a second ink layer improved the null depth by about 9 dB to 27dB, 
only 3 dB less than their chemically etched counterparts, Fig. 6.4. The resonant 
frequencies (fr) were about 2.74 and 2.82 GHz for the 2 layer inkjet printed and the 
chemically etched arrays, respectively, leading to a frequency shift of about 3%.  
The average point-to-point dc resistance (corner points) of the FSS elements with             
DQGRIGHSRVLWHGLQNOD\HUVZHUHDQGUHVSHFWLYHO\7KHUHVLVWDQFHYDOXHV
were measured between two points at the corners of the square elements as illustrated 
in Fig. 6.7 (a). In addition, the dc resistance of the vertical and horizontal lines were 
individually measured by disconnecting the arms of each square element as shown in 
Fig. 6.7 (b) and (c).  It was found that there was a difference in the vertical and 
horizontal square arm conductivity, for instance in the single layer square elements 
)66VFUHHQ7KHKRUL]RQWDOOLQHVKDGDQDYHUDJHUHVLVWDQFHRIFRPSDUHGZLWK
  IRU WKH YHUWLFDO OLQHV RZLQJ WR the non-uniformity in the vertical arm line 
definitions. However, the FSS screen with double ink layers, had a much lower 
resistance for both vertical and horizontal lines and also the difference between the 
two was not as pronounced as for 1 layer, with aYHUDJHUHVLVWDQFHVRIDQG
for the horizontal and vertical lines, respectively. This is caused by the fact that the 
arrays with 2 layers contain more deposited ink, and thus have thicker and wider lines 
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(due to droplet spreading), as shown in Fig. 6.6. The point to point dc resistance values 
are summarised in Table. 6.2. 
 
TABLE. 6.2 SUMMARY OF THE POINT-TO-POINT RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS OF THE 
INKJET FABRICATED SQUARE LOOPS FSS ARRAYS 
 
Number of ink 
layers 
Corner point DC 
UHVLVWDQFH 
Horizontal line DC 
resistance 
 
Vertical line DC 
resistance 
 
1 20.1 16.9 22.3 





(a) Single  ink layer                                           (b) double ink layer 
Fig. 6.6 Microscopic images of the inkjet printed square loops vertical line definitions: (a) single and 












(a) Corner to corner or (loop) 
 
(b) Horizontal lines 
 
 (c) Vertical lines 
Fig. 6.7 Illustrates the steps of dc resistance measurement of the inkjet printed square elements FSS 
arrays: (a) corner to corner or (loop), (b) horizontal lines and (c) vertical lines 
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6.3.2 Inkjet printed Semi-convoluted Square element (Maltese cross)  
FSS arrays 
 
The transmission responses of semi-convoluted square element FSS arrays with both 
single and double deposited ink layers did not meet the required 20 dB rejection level 
at the band of operation, while in comparison the chemically etched bulk copper array 
rejection level was 28 dB. The arrays with a single ink layer had an S21 null of about   
-9 dB, while the 2 ink layer elements had about -13 dB, as illustrated in Fig. 6.8.  
 
Fig. 6.8 Transmission responses of the inkjet printed and chemically etched Semi-convoluted FSS 
arrays 
 
Similarly to the square loops, the semi-convoluted elements suffered from significant 
defects particularly in their vertical and diagonally printed lines. Fig. 6.9 shows some 
observed defects in the 1 and 2 ink layer printed elements. It was also found that some 
diagonal lines (single layer) were disconnected completely at various points or had 
very narrow nodes within the printed tracks. The deposition of the 2nd ink layer 
improved the line resolution, which helped in increasing the null depth but it was not 
enough to provide the 20 dB isolation benchmark level. This is believed to be caused 
by the large size of gaps in the diagonal lines as shown in Fig.6.9 (a). Such printing 
defects in the vertical, diagonal and curved lines print were reported in [23].  
It is clear that such discontinuities in printed tracks could affect the surface current 
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elements as a result of these discontinuities. Therefore, the FSS arrays would not 
provide a sufficient level of isolation due to the different element conductivities, which 










(a) Single layer  
 
(b) 2 layers 
Fig. 6.9 Microscopic photos of the vertical and diagonal lines of (a) single and (b) 2 layers inkjet 










6.3.3 Inkjet printed Convoluted Square elements FSS arrays 
 
In common with the semi-convoluted and single layer square elements, the convoluted 
square screens did not achieve the benchmark isolation level of 20 dB, as shown in 
Fig. 6.10 (a). The printed horizontal track line definitions were stable, however, the 
vertical tracks were non-uniform as shown in Fig. 6.10 (b).   
 
(a) Measured transmission responses 
 
(b)Elements microscopic photos (w =  0.2 mm) 
Fig. 6.10 Convoluted square elements arrays: (a) 0.2 and 0.4 mm chemically etched and inkjet 





















0.4mm 1 layer 15um
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The transmission response of the single and double ink layer FSS panels were about   
-4, and -7 dB, compared with -30 dB in the case of the chemically etched version, of  
Fig. 6.2. The levels of isolation provided by the inkjet panels did not provide sufficient 
shielding for in-building applications.  In an attempt to improve the performance of 
the arrays, the element line width was increased to 0.4 mm. Although the array 
reflectivity improved by about 3 dB, the benchmark isolation level was not achieved 
with an S21 of only -10 dB for single ink layer, as shown in Fig. 6.10 (a). 
In addition, the point-to-point resistance study was conducted on the convoluted 
arrays, where the probes were situated at the corners of the elements as shown in        
Fig. 6.11. It was found that the 0.2 mm single layer array average dc resistance was 
  DQG  RI WKH HOHPHQWs were not conductive between the chosen probe 
locations.  The arrays with 2 layers of ink and the single layer 0.4 mm wide arrays 
comprised 5%, and 14% non-conductive elements, respectively, while the average 
measured resistances were about 18 and 14 IRr each case. The convoluted square 
elements were also printed with 10 µm drop spacing, though, the printed lines showed 
worse line definition, and were discarded from this study.    
 






6.4 Inkjet printed square elements with Silverjet Ink 
 
In another trial to improve the resolution of the printed elements in terms of vertical 
line definition and conductivity, an alternative ink was tried, the Silverjet silver 
nanoparticle ink (DGP-40LT-15C) from Sigma-Aldrich. This contains 30 ± 35% wt 
silver dispersion [31], higher than that of the Suntronic silver ink used previously 
which was 20%. The new ink was used to jet four of the simple square elements shown 
in Fig. 6.1 (c). The designs were deposited at room temperature with a set of line 
widths of 0.1 ± 1 mm with a 0.1 step, and a single deposited ink layer. The samples 
were printed with a droplet spacing of 15 µm and were thermally treated at 150 °C for 
30 minutes in a conventional oven. 
 The point-to-point average dc resistance of the vertical and horizontal arms of the 
square elements decreased with the increase in line width, as illustrated in Fig. 6.12. 
It was found that at 0.2 mm wide, the vertical and horizontal line resistances were 9 
DQGUHVSHFWLYHO\DERXWDQGORZHUWKDQWKHLUHTXLYDOHQWVSULQWHGZLWKWKH
original Suntronic ink. Furthermore, the dc resistances of the 0.1 mm wide vertical 
and horizonWDOOLQHVSULQWHGZLWKWKH6LOYHUMHWLQNZHUHDQGDOVRORZHUWKDQ
the 0.2 mm wide lines printed with the Suntronic silver ink.    
 


























Microscopic images of the square loop vertical and horizontal arms are shown in       
Fig. 6.13. The Silverjet ink printed vertical lines were better defined in comparison 
with their equivalents printed with the Suntronic silver ink (Fig. 6.5), i.e. the vertical 
lines had an average width of about 0.21 mm with no nodes observed. This was true 
for lines as thin as 0.1 mm. It is believed that the improved line definition is due to the 
fact that the Silverjet ink has higher viscosity, and therefore less spreading occurs. 
Moreover, the ink has higher conductivity at lower sintering temperatures compared 
with the SunTronic silver ink [26], [31]. Owing to the higher density of silver 
nanoparticles in the former.  
 
 
                        (a) 0.1 mm                            (b) 0.2 mm                                   (c) 0.4 mm                                                      
 
                                                   (d) 0.6 mm                                      (e)1 mm 
Fig. 6.13 printed vertical lines with different line width 
 
As the Silverjet ink performance on PEL paper has not been reported at the time of 
this study, it was necessary to find the optimum printing conditions. The substrate 
temperature was varied between room temperature and 60 °C by heating the printer 
substrate holder. Fig. 6.14 illustrates the impact of different substrate temperatures on 
the resulting post sintered average electrical resistance of the 0.2 mm wide simple 
square loop elements. It was found that the average resistances of both vertical and 
horizontal square arms decreased with increase in substrate temperature                         












$OWKRXJK WKHGLIIHUHQFH LQ WKH UHVLVWDQFH LVZLWKLQ WKH UDQJHRIEHWZHHQ WKH
resistance of the horizontal lines at 50°C and the vertical line at 25°C, it is believed 
that it would have a greater impact on the conductivity of complicated convoluted FSS 
elements, as the total line lengths will be much longer than 23 mm. 
 
Fig. 6.14 Average dc resistance of printed elements Vs substrate temperature 
 
As a consequence, from this point, all the inkjet printed elements were produced with 
silverjet ink with the substrate heated to 50 °C while printing. The estimated 
conductivity obtained from square loop elements printed with SunTronic ink was 
about 4 and 8 % of bulk silver conductivity for single and double layer deposition, 
respectively, in comparison with 13% in the case of SilverJet ink. Therefore, it was 
found that two layers of SunTronic ink was needed to meet the skin depth 
























6.5 Inkjet printed convoluted square elements with Silverjet 
Ink 
 
The convoluted square elements shown in Fig. 6.1 (a) were reprinted using Silverjet 
ink, with line widths of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1mm. However, a change in the 
periodicity (P) from 25 to 32 mm was needed in order to allow printed tracks wider 
than 0.4 mm. This led to a decrease in the number of the elements within the arrays 
from 80 to 54. For comparison, FSS arrays with the same line widths and periodicity 
were chemically etched on copper clad polyester. Fig. 6.15 (a) and (b) compare the 
transmission responses of both the chemically etched and the inkjet printed convoluted 
square elements arrays. 
As illustrated in Fig. 6.15 (a), the chemically etched arrays had null depths deeper than 
-30 dB with some shift in the resonant frequency due to the variation in the element 
line widths. On the contrary, the measured null depths of the inkjet fabricated arrays 
varied, where line widths of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 mm did not achieve the benchmark 
rejection level of 20 dB, with null depths of about -9, -12, -14, and -16 dB were 
recorded respectively. The 1 mm wide arrays printed with 1 and 2 layers of deposit 
ink layers had null depths of -23, -26 dB and achieved the desired isolation level. 
Furthermore, the dc point-to-point average resistance indicated in Fig. 6.11 was 
carried out on all the 6 inkjet fabricated arrays resulting in the measurements 
summarised in Table. 6.3.   
 
Except for the 1mm wide elements, the thinner elements suffered from discontinuities 
in their printed tracks with defects of the range of 15 ± 25% of the total number of 
elements. However, it was found that the 0.2 and 0.4 mm wide tracks had lower 
average resistances and defective elements, and thus slightly deeper nulls compared 
with the same arrays printed with the original Suntronic silver ink. The 0.2 and              
0.4 mm arrays printed with the Suntronic silver nanoparticle ink had average 
UHVLVWDQFHVRIDQGDERXWDQGKLJKHUWKDQtheir counterparts that 
were printed with the Sliverjet ink. Fig. 6.16 compares the average measured 
UHVLVWDQFHLQZLWKWKHHOHPHQWOLQHZLGWKVLQPPRIWKHHOHPHQWVSULQWHGZLWK








(a) Chemically etched 
 
(b) Inkjet printed  
Fig. 6.15  Measured transmission responses of the convoluted square arrays (P =  32 mm): (a) 




















































TABLE. 6.3 SUMMARY OF THE POINT-TO-POINT RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS OF THE 
INKJET FABRICATED CONVOLUTED SQUARE ELEMENTS FSS ARRAYS 
Element line width 
(mm) 








0.2  1 -9 11.9 17 
0.2 (SunTronic Ink) 1 -4 22 33 
0.2 (SunTronic Ink) 2 -7 18 5 
0.4 (SunTronic Ink) 1 -10 14 14 
0.4 1 -12 5.4 15 
0.6 1 -14 4.5 25 
0.8 1 -16 4.1 20 
1 1 -23 3.2 0 
1 2 -26 2 1 
 
 
The arrays were also modelled in CST to compare with the measured transmission 
responses of the arrays. Fig. 6.17 (a) shows the simulated S21 results of the copper 
etched elements, which showed good agreement with the measured copper etched 
arrays results. In the case of the inkjet printed elements, they were modelled with 
substrate thickness of 0.2 mm and relative permittivity߳௥ ،  ?Ǥ ?. The value of 









Simulation of the modelled inkjet arrays in Fig. 6.17 (b) shows that the expected arrays 
null depths were deeper than 20 dB benchmark null depth with 24, 28, 30, 32, and     
33 dB for the 0.2, 0.4 0.6, 0.8 and 1 mm, respectively. However, these null depths did 
not agree with measurements except for the 1 mm elements, which had null depths of 
23, and 26 dB for the single and double ink layers, respectively. This is thought to be 
caused by the amount of observed defects in the elements which the line width samples 
of 0.2 ± 0.8 mm suffered from, (up to 25 % in the case of 0.6 mm), as shown in       
Table. 6.3. This amount of errors is higher than the tolerable defect level reported in 
Chapter 4, and in [19]±[21]. Additionally, it was found that the 1mm single and double 
layer convoluted squares conductivities were 15 and 18% of bulk silver conductivity 


































(a)  copper 
 
(b) Silver ink 
Fig. 6.17 Simulated transmission responses results of the modelled inkjet printed convoluted square 






















































6.6 Inkjet printed square elements slot arrays with Silverjet 
Ink 
 
Slotted versions of the convoluted square FSS were created in order to investigate the 
response of inkjet printed slot arrays. It is known that slot arrays act as bandpass filters 
passing electromagnetic waves at the resonant frequency [11]. This type of FSS has 
not been reported as inkjet printed, presumably because it could be impractical due to 
the amount of deposited ink. The aim of this section was to investigate the transmission 
responses of slot arrays and the potential defects that might occur. Two slot arrays 
were made with slot widths w of 0.2 (P = 25 mm), and 1 mm (P = 32 mm) using the 
silverjet silver ink, jetted with 15 µm droplet spacing and treated thermally as stated 
previously. The physical size of the arrays was  ? ? ?ൈ  ? ? ?2, exact complement 
of their patch counterparts. The FSS designs were also chemically etched to compare 
their transmission responses.  
 
Fig. 6.18 (a) and (b) respectively show the slot configurations of the convoluted square 
elements, and the transmission responses of the chemically etched and the inkjet 
printed slot arrays. The 0.2 and 1 mm chemically etched copper slot arrays provided  
-10 dB pass bands at 1.24 ± 2.54 and 1.1 ± 2.22 GHz, respectively, while the 1mm     
inkjet slotted screen passed 1.08 ± 1.96 GHz. The difference in the passband in 
comparison to the etched version was due to the difference in the substrate thickness 
and permittivity between the PEL paper and polyester substrate. However, the 0.2 mm 
inkjet printed slot arrays did not provide any pass band in the frequency range                  
1 ± 5 GHz, which is likely due to ink spreading across the very narrow slots. Hence, 
the FSS arrays appeared as a metallic sheet reflecting all frequencies at the band 









Fig. 6.18 Slots of convoluted square elements FSS arrays: (a) Design configuration, and (b) 
Measured transmission responses of the inkjet printed and chemically etched arrays 
 
 
It seems that the slots in Fig. 6.19 (a) (red) became filled with ink particularly in the 
case of the horizontal slots, where they were obscured by the spreading of the ink 
droplets. This is less apparent in the vertical slots, however, they also suffered from 
some discontinuities as shown. This suggests that wider slots are needed as these 


























(a) 0.2 mm slots 
 
(b) 1mm slots 
Fig. 6.19 Microscopic images of the slots of convoluted square elements FSS arrays: (a) 0.2mm slots 
(b) 1 mm slots 
 
Although the 1mm wide convoluted slots have shown a satisfactory band-pass 
response, this kind of array is more suitable for manufacture by subtractive methods 
due to the surface area of conductor required. The amount of deposited ink used in 
those designs is unreasonable, and therefore new designs of convoluted and 
interwoven FSS arrays suitable for additive manufacturing methods are needed. The 
advantages of manufacturing on a wide varieties of environmentally friendly and cost 
effective substrates are still attractive for the implementation of FSS panels within 
buildings, and these materials are incompatible with subtractive manufacturing 
techniques. Chapter 7 examines alternative manufacturing techniques and also a novel 









This chapter considered the manufacturing process of the convoluted square FSS 
arrays intended for use in in-building environments with an acceptable level of 
performance. Novel convoluted square elements were made by chemical etching and 
their performance was compared with previously reported convoluted designs. The 
degree of convolution complexity was chosen to provide good angular stability, and 
high figures of merit similar to  those reported in [9], while taking into consideration 
the limitations in the printing process observed for the simple dipole and square loop 
arrays.  
The arrays were inkjet printed using SunTronic silver nanoparticle ink on PEL 
substrates, and it was found that the benchmark isolation level of 20 dB was not 
achieved by the semi-convoluted square loop (Maltese cross) and the convoluted 
square element arrays. This was a result of discontinuities especially in the case of the 
diagonal printed lines and also of non-uniformity in the vertical lines. It was noticed 
that the vertical line point to point resistance was higher than for the horizontal lines 
by 3 ± 'LIIHUHQWSULQWLQJWHFKQLTXHVZHUHDGRSted including altered line widths, 
ink drop spacing, and multiple numbers of ink layers, in order to improve the 
conductivity of the printed elements and thus the reflectivity of the FSS panels. 
However, it was found that the benchmark isolation level of 20 dB was not yet 
satisfied. Droplet interaction influenced by the rapid evaporation of the solvent was 
the main cause of the poor line definitions, and hence the poor isolation level.  
In addition, a second silver Nanoparticle ink, Silverjet, was used to print firstly simple 
square loop elements. Several microscopic images of the elements were taken, and it 
was found that the elements had better line definitions compared with their 
counterparts that were printed with the SunTronic silver ink. The Silverjet ink consists 
of greater silver dispersion, and is also more viscous compared to the SunTronic silver 
ink leading to more uniform vertical lines. As a consequence, it was found that the 





Furthermore, although it was noticed that the average element dc resistances of the 
Silverjet convoluted square elements were much lower than their SunTronic 
counterparts, it was still necessary to increase the line width of the convoluted square 
elements to 1 mm to achieve the benchmark isolation level of 20 dB. This was due to 
the large amount of errors in the printed elements with tracks thinner than 1mm.  
In this chapter, the fabrication of slots of elements arrays was considered for the first 
time with two different slot widths. However, it is believed that the amount of 
deposited ink is unrealistic for producing cost effective FSS panels. Therefore, a better 
engineered slot and interwoven designs are needed in order to produce economical 
FSS arrays, due to their great importance in operating in the wavelengths used by most 
wireless technologies and mobile communications. Chapter 7 introduces a slot FSS 
design that is inkjet print friendly while blocking mobile communication bands and 
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CHAPTER 7: FSS MANUFACTURE BY 
ELECTROLESS COPPER PLATING ON AN 






Screens of frequency selective surfaces have attracted attention owing to their 
expected ability to offer improvements in the quality of radio communications within 
buildings by reducing the  signal-to-interference ratio from other devices in adjacent 
floors, rooms, or buildings [1]±[6]. The use of these selective screens has been shown 
to improve the signal to interference ratio, by as much as 15 dB for indoor 
environments which can reduce the outage probability by a factor of 20 [7]. 
 
In order to make FSS screens cost effectively when applied in real built environments, 
there are considerations to take into account such as production in a large scale, 
efficient use of resource, use of flexible substrates and easy installation and 
maintenance. With that aim, trials have demonstrated promising performance and cost 
savings using FSS manufactured by additive fabrication technologies such as inkjet 
printing with silver inks. FSS screens have been printed on various substrates such as 
glass, textile, polyethylenenapthenate (PEN), and on paper  substrates, and show 







However, it is thought the use of inkjet printing technology is more suitable when 
producing patch elements of simple geometry and small size, for instance linear 
dipoles and square loop elements. As the complexity and the resolution of the designs 
increases, it becomes more challenging to obtain inkjet elements with low electrical 
resistance due to limitations in the printing process. Examples of more complex 
elements are the interwoven designs and slot type FSS screens described in Chapter 6. 
Therefore as an alternative to direct deposition of conducting ink, inkjet printing of a 
catalyst on PET for electroless copper plating fabrication method was considered. This 
process was developed and provided by CIT Technology (Cambridge, UK), formally 
owned by Carclo plc Group (West Yorkshire, UK) using electroless copper plating 
deposition technology [12][13]. The electroless copper plating fabrication technique 
has been used in manufacturing RFID tags, PCBs, and printed antennas, and was 
considered a practical alternative to inkjet printing in the production of highly 
convoluted slots of elements, and interwoven FSS arrays over a large area. The 
fabrication process involves the inkjet patterning of FSS elements using a palladium 
chloride catalyst solution on the supporting PET substrate, followed by immersing the 
printed arrays in an electroless plating solution to deposit copper onto the printed 
patterns [14]±[18]. As an additive fabrication technology, it provides the mask free 
benefits gained with inkjet printing using conductive nanoparticle inks, but it is also 
able to provide bulk metal elements with better performance closer to bulk metal 
conductivities at low temperatures (30 ± 50 °C) [17], with no sintering stage which 
slows the process and causes thermal stress to substrate and also eliminates the issue 
of nozzle clogging [14]. As an electroless bath is required, the CIT method is not 
suitable for porous substrates. 
 
This chapter compares the performance of the skewed lattice dipole elements, square 
loop, and convoluted square FSS screens that were inkjet printed using silver 
nanoparticle inks, and by the conventional chemical etching methods described in 
Chapters 5 and 6, and with their equivalent designs manufactured by the CIT 
electrolysis process. 
 
Finally, a novel densely convoluted cross dipole element FSS array is discussed. This 
design is considered to be suitable for additive means of fabrication and its 





7.2 Skewed lattice dipole FSS arrays 
 
The design under consideration for the fabrication process comparison was an array 
of linear dipole patches arranged in a skewed lattice geometry, and identical to the 
described in Section 4.2.1 and in [20], [21]. The arrays were manufactured by CIT 
using the electroless copper plating fabrication method on PET substrates of thickness 
(t) 0.1 mm and relative permittivityԖ୰ ؆  ?Ǥ ?. A finished sample is shown in Fig. 7.1. 
The dipole arrays have the  same unit cell dimensions and physical size of the 
chemically etched and inkjet printed arrays presented in Chapters 4 and 5, 
respectively, with periodicity (P = 10.4 mm) and length (L = 9.4).    
 
Fig. 7. 1 Skewed lattice dipole FSS manufactured by electroless copper plating technique 
 
The measured transmission response of the arrays were compared with their 




Fig. 7. 2 Measured transmission responses of skewed lattice dipole FSS screens 
 
Along with the chemically etched and inkjet printed FSS screens, the electroless 
copper coated FSS screen achieved an isolation level deeper than the benchmark of   
20 dB [20], and had a null depth of about 30 dB. The resonant frequency was about 
13.4 GHz compared with 14.4 and 12.6 for the chemically etched and inkjet printed 
screens, respectively. The difference is believed to be mainly due to the difference in 
the substrate thicknesses as was described in Fig. 5.9 in Section 5.3.1. Fig. 7.3 shows 
the CST model results of the 3 FSS screens with their different parameters and good 
agreement with the measured results can be observed.  In addition, the electrolysis 
FRSSHUFRDWHGGLSROHVKDGGFUHVLVWDQFHYDOXHVORZHUWKDQFRPSDUHGto LQ
the case of the single layer inkjet printed dipole elements, and hence the deeper null 
depth.  
Furthermore, it was observed that about 10 dipole elements in the electrolysis sample 
were narrower than expected and when examined under the microscope it was found 
that those elements were only half of the required width of 0.4 mm. Therefore, 20 
dipole elements were measured at random locations and it was found that the average 
width was about 0.4 mm + / - 4 %. Similarly, the length of the selected 20 dipoles was 
found to have an average length of 9.376 mm, about +/- 0.25 % than the intended 
length.  
The simulated transmission responses of the three arrays suggest that all screens 
should achieve null depths deeper than the benchmark isolation level of -20 dB, with 






















S21 of the inkjet printed arrays was about -29 dB.  The difference between the 
measured and simulated null depths of the inkjet printed arrays was due to the 
variability in the resistance of each dipole element, whereas it is the same for all 
dipoles in the modelled scenario. Furthermore, the simulated resonant frequencies of 
the arrays were about 14.4, 13.5, and 12.5 GHz for the modelled chemically etched, 
copper plated, and inkjet print arrays, respectively. Table. 7.1 summarises the 
measured and simulated transmission responses of the skewed lattice dipole FSS 
screen fabricated with electrolysis copper plating, inkjet printing and chemical 
etching. 
 
Fig. 7.3 Simulated transmission responses of the three skewed lattice dipole FSS screens:  
(i) Electrolysis copper plated PET substrate  ߳௥ ؆  ?Ǥ ? and t=0.1mm (ii) Chemically etched copper 
clad polyester substrate ߳௥ ؆  ?Ǥ ? and t=0.045mm (iii) Inkjet printed PEL substrate ߳௥ ؆  ?Ǥ ? and 
t=0.2 mm, conductor conductivity 1% bulk silver 
 
 
TABLE. 7.1 SUMMARY OF THE SIMULATED (S) AND MEASURED (M) TRANSMISSION 





















Inkjet printing 12.5 12.6 -29 -25 























7.3 Convoluted square element FSS arrays 
 
The convoluted square patches and slots elements of FSS arrays described in Sections 
6.2 and 6.6 were also fabricated using the electroless copper plating technology in 
order to compare their performances with the copper etched and single layer inkjet 
printed arrays. Fig. 7.4 shows the slot and patch versions of the convoluted square 
elements FSS screens produced on PET.  
 
 
(a) patch elements 
 
(b) Slot elements 




The measured transmission responses of the copper etched, inkjet printed, and 
electroless copper plated FSS screens are shown in Figs. 7.5(a) and (b).  
 
(a) Patch elements 
 
(b) Slot elements 
Fig. 7. 5 Measured transmission responses of the convoluted square elements FSS screen of Figs.7.4: 
(a) patches and (b) slots of elements 
The electroless copper plated patch FSS screen transmission response was similar to 
the chemically etched with a null depth of about -30 dB at 1.79 GHz, compared with 
1.87 GHz, for the chemically etched arrays. The small difference in the resonant 
frequency was owing to the difference in the substrate thickness. The electroless 
copper coated FSS elements did not show any variation in the vertical and horizontal 
printed lines as depicted in Fig. 6.11 (Section 6.3.3). This was the case for the silver 








































Fig. 7.5 (a). Furthermore, the electroless plated slot version of the convoluted square 
elements FSS panel was also similar to the chemically etched FSS screen in 
performance, with S21 transmission above -10 dB for a frequency range of                        
1.1 ± 2.4 GHz with a peak at about 1.74 GHz. This compared to 1.2 ± 2.5 GHz range 
with a peak at 1.8 GHz, and an insertion loss of approximately 1 dB, for the chemically 
etched design as illustrated in Fig. 7.5 (b). The inkjet printed FSS screen suffered from 
severe defects as a result of the ink droplet spreading which filled the slots, as was 
illustrated in Fig. 6.19 (a) (Section 6.6) and did not function. Fig.7.6 shows the 
simulated transmission responses of both patches and slots of convoluted square 
element FSS screens.      
 
(a) Patch elements 
 
(b) Slot elements 







































The simulated results show similar trends to measurement especially in the case of the 
chemically etched and copper plated FSS screens, and the performance of the inkjet 
printed arrays when they are defect free with null depth of -18 dB. 
 
7.4 Interwoven square loop slots FSS panel 
 
In this section, more complicated FSS arrays with resolution too fine for inkjet printing 
with silver nano particle inks such as the interwoven FSS arrays in [19] are considered. 
The FSS screen was designed with the same parameters as described in [19], with unit 
cell periodicity (P = 20 mm), length (l = 19 mm), conductor width (w = 0.22 mm), and 
stub width (c =1.12 mm), as shown in Fig. 7.7. The FSS screen was designed to 
provide a passband at the frequency range of about 0.2 ± 1.2 GHz, e.g. allowing 
transmission in the TETRA emergency band, and GSM900 band. For measurements 
at such low frequency it was necessary to increase the size of the FSS filled aperture 
from  ? ? ?ൈ  ? ? ?2 to  ? ൈ  ?2  to mitigate against issues such as signal scattering 
[22]. As the electroless process is a roll to roll fabrication method, each FSS screen 
had a standard width of about 33 cm, and in order to cover the aperture, four FSS were 
joined together, as illustrated in Fig. 7.8. Log-periodic antennas with bandwidth          
0.2 ± 2 GHz were mounted 2 m before and behind the FSS screen. It was also necessary 
to place absorbers on the floor to mitigate signal reflections due to the ground. 
            
 






The measured transmission response of the interwoven square loop slot FSS panel 
fabricated using the electroless copper plating method was similar to the results 
reported in [19] for an equivalent copper etched design. The measured -10 dB 
transmission response width was from 240 ± 1100 MHz with a peak at about 540 MHz, 
and a higher order peak at 1950 MHz, as illustrated in Fig. 7.9. These results indicate 
that the electroless method could be used for FSS production on a large scale.  
 
Fig. 7.8 Measurement setup 
 
Fig. 7.9 Measured transmission response of the interwoven square loop FSS panel produced by roll 
to roll electrolysis method 
 
In addition, there is a need for optimising FSS designs with the minimum amount of 
conductor to be more suitable for additive fabrication technologies, such as by using 

























7.5 Densely convoluted slotted (DCS) cross dipole elements 
FSS arrays 
 
Slot FSS arrays are considered as passband filters in contrast with patch arrays which 
act as stopband filters [2]. Slot arrays are sheets of metal with narrow slots for 
elements. It was discussed in Section 6.6 that slot element arrays are unlikely to be 
currently suitable for additive fabrication methods such as inkjet printing with silver 
nanoparticle inks. However, it is believed that the electroless copper plating method 
might still to be considered an economical and resource efficient method of fabrication 
rather than the conventional subtractive process. The slots may be linear, rings, 
convoluted and interwoven such as the square elements in [19]. For this work, a novel 
design was made with the aim to reduce the amount of conductor used. The design 
had densely convoluted cross dipole slots with a unit cell periodicity P =  47 mm. The 
slot outer side length L = 46.8 mm, with conductor width W = 0.47 mm, and slot width 
C of 1.88 mm, as depicted in Fig. 7.10.  
 
 







The physical size of the FSS screen was 1 m2 and it was fabricated using the 
conventional chemical etching method on copper clad polyester substrate, with 
substrate relative permittivity߳௥ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?, substrate thickness of 0.045 mm  and loss 
tangentߪ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ?. However, due to the area limitation of the etching facilities used, 
the complete FSS screen was comprised of approximately 20 sheets of                         ? ? ?ൈ  ? ? ?2 panels. The same measurement arrangement as shown in Fig. 7.8 was 
used. 
 Fig. 7.11 shows the measured transmission response with -10 dB bandwidth 
from 240 MHz to 730 MHz. The transmission peaks at around 500 MHz with an 
insertion loss of about 1 dB, and the figure of merit of element compression Ȝ1/P at 
500 MHz is about 13. Furthermore, the narrow band transition simulated at 1.34 GHz 
was not observed in measurements. Compared with the interwoven convoluted square 
slot FSS elements shown in Fig. 7.7, the densely convoluted cross slotted dipole FSS 
has a narrower -10 dB bandwidth. The ratio of the two was about 0.57, and fractional 
bandwidth ratio of 0.77. The fractional bandwidth of the DCS cross dipole arrays was 
about 1 .This could block GSM900 mobile frequency bands according to the measured 
results from approximately 800 MHz to 1.5 GHz unlike the interwoven FSS design as 
shown in Figs. 7.9 and 7.11.   
 
Fig. 7.11 Measured transmission response of the densely convoluted cross dipole elements FSS panel 
 
Owing to the aperture shape in the measurement setup, it was difficult at this stage to 
investigate the influence of oblique angles of incidence, however, simulation results 

























Fig. 7.12 Simulated (TM) transmission response of the densely convoluted cross dipole elements FSS 
panel with oblique angle of incidence. 
 
 
Fig. 7.13 Simulated slot width (C) impact on the DCS arrays resonant frequency and fractional 
bandwidth. 
 
The effect of changing the slot width (C) on the resonant frequency and the fractional 
bandwidth was investigated in CST. The resonant frequency and fractional bandwidth 
is known to be affected by the slot width [24]. A reduction from 1.88 to 1.64 mm 
decreases the resonant frequency and -10 dB bandwidth by about 3% and 8% 
respectively. These values reduce by about 27% and 64% if the slot width is decreased 




























































The densely convoluted cross dipole FSS of Fig. 7.10 was also fabricated with reduced 
unit cell dimensions of periodicity P = 19.75 mm, length L = 19.47 mm, conductor 
width w = 0.56 mm, and slot width C = 0.84 mm. The aim was to fabricate frequency 
selective panels intended for buildings that require more data security by allowing 
mobile communication bands between 800 MHz and 2.3 GHz to propagate while 
blocking WiFi frequencies at 2.4 GHz. It was found that the insertion loss was about 
-14 dB at 2.4 GHz, which would be sufficient to increase the quality of wireless 
communication within buildings and the data integrity within buildings, as was 
pointed out in [7]. Fig. 7.14 shows the measured and simulated transmission responses 
of the modified densely convoluted cross dipole FSS screen. Measurements gave            
a -10 dB pass band from about 880 MHz to 2.2 GHz, agreeing with simulations from 
770 MHz to 2.3 GHz, and with a very narrow peak at about 4.4 GHz. The pass band 
has a peak at around 1.6 GHz with an insertion loss of about 1 dB in the measured S21. 
 
 
Fig. 7.14 Measured transmission responses of the densely convoluted slotted cross dipole elements 
FSS panel with periodicity (P =19.75 mm) 
 
The effect of oblique angles of incidence was also considered, where the FSS 
performance was investigated at 30° and 45°, as illustrated in Fig. 7.15.  The -10 dB 
passband bandwidth increases as the oblique angle of incidence increases from normal 
incidence by, about 12%, and 18% respectively for 30° and 45° incidence. Fig. 7.16 


























Fig. 7.15 Measured (TM) transmission responses of the densely convoluted cross dipole elements FSS 
panel (P =19.75 mm) with oblique angels of incidence 
 
Fig. 7.16 Simulated (TM) transmission responses of the densely convoluted cross dipole elements FSS 
panel (P =19.75 mm) with oblique angels of incidence 
 
Unfortunately, it was not possible to fabricate these arrays with the electroless copper 
plating technology at the time of writing, however, there are plans to fabricate using 
additive technology in the future owing to the design simplicity and conductor savings 
compared with the interwoven FSS arrays. The aim will be to install them into a real 















































The densely convoluted cross dipole elements (P = 47 mm) in Fig. 7.10 had a saving 
of about 76% in the amount of metal used compared with the interwoven square loop 
FSS arrays shown in Fig. 7.7 (P = 20 mm). This was calculated over the 1m2 FSS 
screen. The densely convoluted cross dipole elements had a total metal content of 12% 
compared to the 49% calculated for the interwoven square loop slots FSS screen. 
Such savings suggest that additive fabrication methods are more favourable than 
subtractive fabrication methods such as the chemical etching in producing large scale 
FSS panels especially when metal savings are considered in the FSS panels. Table. 7.2 
summarises the figures of merit, fractional bandwidth, and metal content of the 
interwoven square loop slots (Fig. 7.7), and DCS cross dipole (Fig. 7.10) FSS arrays. 
 
 
TABLE. 7. 2 SUMMARY OF THE SIMULATED (S) AND MEASURED (M) TRANSMISSION 
RESPONSES OF THE INTERWOVEN AND DCS CROSS DIPOLES FSS SCREENS
  
FSS Ȝ1/P Fractional BW Metal content 
(%) 
(A = 1 m2) 
Interwoven square 
loop slots 
28 1.3 49 



















This chapter has demonstrated the manufacturing of frequency selective screens 
intended for in-building applications on an industrial scale using roll to roll electroless 
copper plating technology. Trial samples of various FSS designs have been 
manufactured, beginning with simple dipole elements arranged in a skewed lattice 
geometry. The performance of these arrays proved to provide satisfactory isolation 
levels, and their performance was compared with their silver inkjet printed and 
chemically etched counterparts. More complex elements such as convoluted squares 
with line width of 0.2 mm, Fig. 7.4 (a), did not achieve the benchmark isolation level 
of -20 dB when inkjet printed. However, the electroless copper plated counterpart 
provided a null of about -30 dB similar to the chemically etched version, without the 
need of increasing the line width to 1mm as was the case with the inkjet printed 
convoluted square elements in Chapter 6. Furthermore, slot arrays were also 
considered owing to their band pass capabilities; such as convoluted square element 
slots in Fig. 7.4 (b), and the interwoven square loops in (Fig. 7.7) reported in [19]. 
Both screens provided a satisfactory -10 dB pass band from 1.2 ± 2.5 GHz and                         
0.27 ± 1.1 GHz for the convoluted square slots and the interwoven square loops 
respectively, when they were produced by electroless copper plating method. Their 
transmission responses were similar to their chemically etched counter parts, 
containing no defects, as was reported in Section 6.6. 
  
In addition, a new FSS design was developed to allow transmission in some selected 
frequency bands such as the governmental emergency service band (TETRA), while 
reflecting in the mobile bands. The densely convoluted cross dipole element FSS 
provides transmission from 240 ± 730 MHz, with a transmission peak at about 500 
MHz, providing transmission in the TETRA emergency band while providing total 
reflection in the frequency range 800 MHz to 1.3 GHz. The -10 dB pass band of the 
new arrays is about 0.57 of the interwoven FSS in [19] which was not selective enough 
in the frequency range 880 ± 1100 MHz. The new FSS design is believed to be suitable 
for additive fabrication methods due to the expected savings the deposited conducting 




Simulation results showed good agreement with measurements, however, due to the 
current measurement setup it was not possible to investigate the stability of the arrays 
toward oblique angles of incidence, owing to space limitations in the measurement 
chamber.  
 
Special arrangements would be implemented when the arrays are manufactured using 
roll to roll additive technology such as electroless copper plating and installed in one 
of the offices in the school of Engineering at the University of Kent.  On the contrary, 
simulation results suggest that the arrays are stable toward oblique incidence up to 45°.  
The reduction of the unit cell size by 50% allows the transmission in the mobile 
communication frequency band from 880 MHz ± 2.3 GHz while blocking radio 
communications below the -10 dB level from 2.3 GHz to about 4.8 GHz providing 
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This thesis has examined the manufacture by inkjet printing of  
frequency selective panels intended for indoor applications. Various manufacturing 
factors have been covered in order to achieve the most economical manufacturing such 
as reducing the amount of deposited ink, and decreased sintering times. The research 
also examined the printing of square loops and convoluted elements and the features 
that need to be considered whilst printing complex FSS designs. Alternative methods 
of additive manufacturing on an industrial scale have been considered such as the 
creating FSS screens using the inkjet printing of catalyst on PET substrates for 
electroless copper plating. This chapter provides a summary of conclusions raised 






The adoption of frequency selective walls has been recommended as a means of 
improving the quality and security of wireless communication channels. The use of 
Wireless technologies continues to increase and interference suppression with 
protected network access will be a primary concern in the forthcoming time of the 
Internet of Things. The ability to selectively pass or block certain frequency bands is 
of a great interest and Frequency selective surfaces could provide an appropriate 
resolution according to the nature of the built environment. Chapter 2 has provided an 
insight of the different types of FSS arrays and the important factors that should be 
considered during the design of those arrays. 
 However, the implementation of those frequency selective panels needs to be cost 
effective and suitable for different building constructions, e.g. curved walls, and glass 
panels. Inkjet printing as an emerging additive technology is suited to the manufacture 
of electromagnetic structures owing to its precise features of fabrications and fewer 
manufacturing stages, in comparison to other subtractive manufacturing methods such 
as wet chemical etching. Inkjet printing technology offers an on demand deposition of 
conductor which ensures efficient usage of resources in contrast with chemical etching 
which removes unwanted metal and leads to significant wastage, which would need 
several stages to reclaim. Additionally, the use of cheap and environmentally 
sustainable substrates is another advantage of additive manufacturing methods. For 
instance the ability exists to print on porous substrates such as paper, textile, and wood 
in addition to the various kinds of substrates that are used with subtractive 
manufacturing means. Inkjet printing technology has been discussed in more detail in 
Chapter 3 which includes different printing mechanisms and sintering techniques.  
As one of the aims of this research was to produce low cost FSS screens in order to 
make them practical for real life applications, imperfections would be expected during 
the mass production of those arrays owing to variations in the conductivity of the 
printed elements or the mishandling of the FSS printed screens.  Chapter 4 examined 
various situations where the imperfections were intentionally introduced in a random 
manner, or in clusters, in the copper etched FSS arrays. The purpose was to understand 
the amount of imperfections that could be accepted whilst attaining an adequate level 
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of isolation. A 20 dB level was chosen as the benchmark isolation limit for an 
acceptable band stop performance, as it resembles to only a 1% signal transmission 
though the structure. Chapter 4 concluded that in the case of the random distribution 
of defects across the FSS board, a range of 15 ± 20% of defects could be tolerated 
whilst meeting the 20 dB benchmark isolation level. This was concluded according to 
the investigations of the intentionally produced defects of 10, 20, 30, and 40% in the 
form of absent or broken elements in a totally arbitrary manner on various FSS 
elements such as dipole, square and ring loops elements. However in the case of strong 
clusters of absent elements in the centre of the arrays, it seemed that clusters of 10% 
of missing elements did not achieve the 20 dB level of isolation. Furthermore, the 
effect of 20% clustering at the corners of the arrays was less deleterious where the 
arrays null depths were deeper than -20 dB. This arises from illumination tapering in 
both the measurements and simulations. Changes in the illumination profile across an 
FSS integrated into a wall could be significant in a real building environment due to 
multipath and varying incidence angles meaning the position of missing element 
clusters may change in importance with time. 
 Chapter 5 demonstrated the inkjet printing of simple dipole element FSS screens. The 
screens were printed with different ink drop spacings (15, 20 and 25 µm) in order to 
achieve reasonable conductivity of elements and hence a stop band null deeper than 
the defined 20 dB isolation level. This was carried out on 2 different substrates, PEL, 
and transfer, paper. The printed elements were then treated with 3 different sintering 
techniques in order to find the best FSS performance and to optimise the printing 
process. It was found that the elements printed on transfer paper suffered from severe 
levels of defects in the form of cracks when treated with plasma and photonic sintering 
methods. Those defects were of significant quantities, for example, the FSS sintered 
with intense pulse light (IPL) had 24 and 90% non-conductive elements in the case of 
20 and 25 µm drop spacing. In addition, the elements which showed good line 
continuity had high dc resistance of about 24 and 36  IRU WKH UHVSHFWLYH GURS
spacings. This affected strongly the reflectivity of the FSS arrays and made them 
unreliable. It was found that the cause of the cracks was due to softening and wrinkling 
damage to the thermally sensitive transfer paper polymeric receiving layer (PVA).  
The level of defects was higher in the case of multiple ink layer deposition as also 
encountered in Chapter 3. However, FSS elements printed on PEL paper have shown 
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more crack robustness to the IPL and plasma sintering treatments, and hence sufficient 
null depth for no defects and 0.8% non-conductive elements in the case of photonics 
and plasma sintering, for the respective sintering techniques.  This was owing to the 
difference in the thermo-mechanical stability of the ink receiving layers between the 
PEL and transfer paper.  
An evaluation of transmission responses and resistance measurements was conducted 
for several FSS arrays treated with thermal, plasma and IPL sintering. It was found 
that the elements printed on PEL paper gave the best performance in terms of average 
element conductivity about 2 ± 5% of bulk silver conductivity and transmission null 
depths (20 ± 24 dB) for single layer ink deposition of line width 0.4 mm, as 
summarised in Table 5.3. Thermal sintering of the elements printed with 15 µm drop 
spacing at 150qC for 30 minutes achieved the best line conductivity with no defects in 
elements. These conductivity values are much higher than those reported in Table 3.1 
(Chapter 3) which were obtained with only a single ink layer with very short sintering 
times.  
Furthermore, the introduction of frame dipole elements with edge line widths of          
70 µm, showed good reflectivity of about 20 dB. These line widths are difficult to 
achieve with conventional wet etching which has a minimum line width of about     
0.15 mm. This was achieved with about 50% saving in the amount of deposited ink in 
comparison to their solid equivalents. The multi-layer deposition feature of inkjet 
printing also enabled the introduction of superimposed elements where a layer of 
frame was deposited over a single complete layer of the filled dipole elements. This 
improved the null depth of the arrays by about 7 dB in comparison with the single 
layer solid elements, whilst achieving ink savings of 25% in contrast with double layer 
solid dipoles. Chapter 5 provides a detailed examination of these achievements and 
also discusses the imperfections that were noticed during the printing and sintering 
processes.  
 
Chapter 6 investigated the fabrication of more complex elements such as square loop, 
Maltese cross, and convoluted element FSS arrays. Although, the convoluted square 
elements were designed with moderate convolution complexity, it was found that these 
elements suffered from severe deficiencies owing to the limitations in the printing 
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equipment. The deficiencies were mainly found in the vertical and diagonal lines, 
which were not observed in the horizontally printed linear dipoles with the defects 
being in the form of discontinuities or non-uniformity in the printed lines. It is believed 
that the main factor leading to such faults was the mechanism of the printer which 
affected the adjacent droplet interactions. Different trials were made with the aim of 
improving the printed line continuity, such as different droplet separation, multiple ink 
layers and different silver inks. The deposition of an extra ink layer improved the null 
depth of single layer square loop elements from -18 to -26 dB.  However, this was not 
the case with the convoluted elements which only achieved an acceptable null depth 
of -23 dB when the element width was increased from 0.2 to 1 mm.  All of those trials 
are discussed in depth in Chapter 6.  
The manufacture of slotted FSS designs using additive technologies such as inkjet 
printing of silver nanoparticle ink may not be practical owing to the large amount of 
conductor that is required. However, the advantageous use of flexible and 
environmentally friendly substrates is still of a great interest. Therefore, a novel 
densely convoluted slotted cross dipole FSS screen has been introduced in Chapter 7, 
which was designed to be suitable for additive manufacturing methods operating in 
the frequency band 240 ± 730 MHz. The FSS arrays had a total metal content of 12% 
over an area of 1m2, which makes it a candidate for additive fabrication methods.  
Improving the resolution and conductivity of the inkjet printed elements depends on 
various factors that must be considered such as: 
- Properties of the nanoparticle ink used: Ink properties play an important role 
on the droplet spreading effects on the substrate, such as how viscous the ink 
is, and the type of solvents included, which in turn would determine the 
maximum treating temperature without leading to excessive solvent 
evaporation, and thus undesirable cracks.  Some of the issues experienced, are 
shown in Figs.5.6 and 6.9. 
- Printer settings: Such as print head temperature, distance from the substrate 
DQGPHFKDQLFDOPRYHPHQWFRQWDFWDQJOHGURSOHWIUHTXHQF\DQGWKHSULQWHU¶V
software algorithm as well as the substrate platen temperature. All of these 
need to be optimised in order to improve the quality of the printed elements, 
see for example Fig.6.14 which shows the effect of substrate heating on 
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improving the element conductivity which is obtained at a certain temperature 
before reducing again if overheated. 
- Droplet spacing: As depicted in Fig.3.4 in Section 3.2.2, insufficient overlap 
of droplets could lead to discontinuities. Choosing the optimum droplet 
spacing could also depend on the element geometry, where for instance narrow 
convoluted elements with track orientations not aligned with the print head 
direction might suffer discontinuities due to too low droplet spreading.  
- Number of deposited layers: Multiple ink layers are considered as a means of 
improving the electrical conductivity and line definition of the printed lines, as 
was described in Chapters 5 and 6. However in the case of highly convoluted 
and dense elements, multiple layer deposition might lead to undesirable 
element interconnections, where adjacent lines short circuit. The sintering 
regime is also complicated by the deposition of multiple layers.    
- Substrate and ink receiving layer:  The substrate characteristics such as 
porosity and surface tension, controls the spreading of ink droplets. In the case 
of coated paper based substrates compared to ordinary paper, the properties of 
the ink receiving layer plays an important part alongside the paper backing 
substrate in the droplet spreading and also during the process time and 
temperature, where excessive sintering could lead to damage in the substrate 
and thus to the degraded printed elements as was reported in Section 5.2.2. 
- Substrates should be properly cleaned in order to remove dust particles which 
could cause voids in the deposited ink and discontinuity in the printed tracks. 
Chapter 7 has also demonstrated an alternative additive fabrication method. The inkjet 
printing of catalyst for electroless copper plating on a roll-to-roll scale has been 
considered. A performance analysis of inkjet printed, and copper etched, dipoles, and 
convoluted square loops, is presented in Chapters 5 and 6. Comparison of printed and 
etched designs is also made to electroless copper platted FSS which achieved 
satisfactory null depths, similar to the copper etched equivalents. This is owing to the 
high element conductivity produced by the electroless fabrication which is closer to 





8.2 Future Work 
 
This thesis has presented the digital fabrication of frequency selective screens using 
inkjet printing technology. Further investigations are recommended in order to achieve 
larger scale in both the fabrication process and the employment of the manufactured 
FSS in real life. A list of recommended further investigations is given: 
x Understanding the impact of deficiencies in the frequency selective screens 
when they are installed onto walls within a room to verify the results obtained 
in this research. For instance evaluating the effect of non-uniform illumination 
on the performance of the FSS.  
x Investigating other available sintering techniques such as laser sintering owing 
to its selective sintering capabilities which do not affect the substrate. 
x The possibility of using printers to print single entire elements before 
advancing to the next element. This is proposed to improve the printed line 
resolution, where it ensures the deposition of the next droplet in a short time 
to ensure desired droplet interactions.  
x There is a need for manufacturing the densely convoluted slotted cross dipole 
FSS using an additive technology due to the metal volume savings. Once 
manufactured, it is suggested to investigate the stability toward oblique angles 
of incidence.  
x It was noticed in Chapter 7 that the densely convoluted slotted cross dipole 
FSS arrays in their current design did not provide sufficient rejection levels at 
frequencies higher than 1.5 GHz which might allow transmission in the 
wireless communication bands of (DCCS 1800, DECT, UMTS and 
Bluetooth). Further design modifications are recommended to increase the 
rejection frequency band to include mobile communications between 1.5 ± 2 
GHz. The main aim of the densely convoluted slotted cross dipole FSS was to 
demonstrate operation in the TETRA band with the least amount of conductor 
usage possible.  
 
